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RUSSIAN CUISINE

Traditional and Contemporary Home Cooking
by Maria Depenweiller
This is not just a book, it is a voyage into Russian culture. Start your
exploration with a dive into Russian history with typical ingredients and
explanation how these foods became Russian staples. Then venture into a
guided tour of Russian gastronomical history, where the author , a native
Russian, explains how Russian culinary art evolved throughout the years
and reflected in prominent art works of famous painters and finally get to
sample Russian traditional home cooking form pre and post Revolution eras
that have become true classics of contemporary Russian cuisine. To enhance
the immersion experience the author suggests at the begging of each recipe
chapter tips on setting the appropriate mood with recommended table
setting, film to watch, music to listen to and a book to read. She also included
her mother’s memoirs to add a personal touch to the narrative
G LO S S A RY

Samovar – metal container used to boil water for tea. Large, usually made from brass or
sometimes silver, has two handles and a spout, used to pour out hot water. Essential component
of Russian tea drinking tradition.
Shashlik – Soviet-era classic, that spread throughout Russia – a version of kebab that originated
form Caucasus region. Most often made with lamb or pork. Meat is marinated and accompanied
with vegetables such as onions and red bell peppers and roasted over coals on metal skewers.
Varenye – is a type of Russian jam, a swwet preserve that can be made of all kinds of fruits and
berries. The distinctive trait of the Russian varenye is that fruits or berries should remain as intact
as possible in heavy syrup and no pectin is used for thickening. This is the ideal way of preserving
the abundance of summer fruits and berries for the long winter months.
Paskha – a particular moulded tvorog (cottage cheese with no salt added) dish that is a
delectable ancient dessert that was served only on Easter. Traditionally the paskha was always
decorated with the letters X.B. which in Cyrillic alphabet is an abbreviation for “Hristos Voskrese”
(Christ has Risen) – a traditional Easter greeting.
Pirozhki – not to be confused with “pierogi” – Canadian-Ukrainain name for small dumplings most
often fileld with potato and cheese. In Russian cuisisne pirozhki is a small baked or fried oval buns
with a filling, they can be held in hand and eaten as a aconvenient snack, or served as a side dish
(most often with soup), they can be either sweet or savoury. Savoury fillings can be made from
vegetables (carrots, beets, potatoes, green onions), mushrooms, fish, meat or kasha. Varenye is
often used as sweet filling as well as fruit such as apples or pears and berries such as blueberries,
wild strawberries, raspberries, etc.
Rasstegai – are a savoury boat-shaped pirozhki with an elegant opening on top, exosing the filling.
Typically they are made with fish such as salmon and served as a side dish with soup such as ukha.
Ukha – fish soup
Rassolnik – a variety of hearty soup made with dill pickles and some brine, having a distinct tangysour flavour. It is delicious, try it!
Herring under fur coat – Soviet-era classic layered salad consisting of boiled root vegetables
(potatoes, carrots, beets) and smoked herring. Typically served at winter festivities such as New
Year’s Day celebration.
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ISBN 978-1-77050-233-8
8" × 10"
softcover with flaps
236 pages; $29.95
full colour throughout
rights: world
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Honest to Goodness
by Christine Tizzard

Chef and TV Host Christine Tizzard knows that for all the things you can’t
control in this world, what you put on the table is entirely up to you. In Honest
to Goodness she showcases years of experience preparing food in front of and
behind a camera, sharing over 100 nutritious, stress-free and flavourful recipes
that will have your family savouring every bite.
It can be hard to keep up with food trends, and Honest to Goodness surveys
the endless fads and fixations to discover what’s best for you and your family.
With an emphasis on raw ingredients and whole foods, Christine shows you
how to prepare accessible meals from scratch, utilizing the healthiest and most
beneficial properties of everything you touch without skimping on taste or
getting lost in culinary crazes.
Learn everyday staples like Homemade Hot Sauce or Gluten-Free All Purpose
Flour, then add them to breakfasts, lunches and dinners that are quick to prepare
and delicious to eat. Enjoy preparing foods that serve everyday needs without
feeling ordinary, like Spatchcock Piri Piri Chicken or Sweet and Spicy Spaghetti
Squash with Sorgum. Sample enough bake sale recipes to get you through the
year—from Zucchini Oatmeal Chocolate Chip Cookies to Oh My Gluten-Free
Brownies—and let Christine shows you how to prepare packed lunches your kids
will want to show off: Kid-Friendly Quinoa Tabouli, Black Forest Grilled Cheese in
a Bagel—even sushi.
Without the right motivation, cooking can become a chore. Honest to
Goodness brings creativity back to the kitchen and ensures a meal you can delight
in—whatever side of plate you’re on.
E XC E R P T Most the time when we cook at home it feels like a chore, but food should
be fun. I see more and more people getting absorbed in food trends and niche diets
and struggling to keep up. But trends don’t last, and I want to instil a positive and
encouraging approach to food—all people need are practical, easy and accessible
recipes made with humble, nutrient-dense ingredients. I want you to be able to sit
down and eat, whether it’s by yourself, or around a table full of kids and chatter. This is
where memories are made!
F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

· Christine has a recognizable brand across numerous platforms on television and social
media, including a popular YouTube channel.
· A vibrant cookbook that is very informed on food trends and dietary restrictions.
· Public appearances and extensive promotion will make this one of the most buzzed
about cookbooks of the season.
Christine Tizzard is a Newfoundland native and mother of two who has been
passionate about food, film, fashion and television for as long as she can
remember. A model and actor from a young age, her obsession with food and
healthy eating eventually led her to the Chef training program at George Brown
College in Toronto. Since then, she has made regular guest chef appearances
on daytime TV shows like Rogers’ Cityline, CTV’s Marilyn Dennis, CBC’s Steven
and Chris and was thrilled to join CBC Television and Canada’s most popular
daily food show, BEST RECIPES EVER. She has been a spokesperson and brand
ambassador for Philips, Dairy Farmers of Ontario and Bonne Maman (to name
a few) and worked as a food stylist, food writer and recipe developer, as well
as a culinary producer for shows such as Masterchef Canada and W Networks
Pressure Cooker. Honest to Goodness is her first cookbook.
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Experience the goodness of cooking at home

ISBN 978-1-77050-302-1
8” x 10”
Paperback
230 pages; $29.95
161 recipes; 30 photographs
colour throughout; rights: world
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ON THE ROA D WITH THE COOK ING L A DIES

Let’s Get Grilling
by Phyllis Hinz and Lamont Mackay
Two university friends who embarked on a lifelong journey of food and
exploration, Phyllis Hinz and Lamont Mackay have for years travelled the
highways and low roads of Canada and America, covering over 300,000
kilometres in their 40-foot motor home while sampling, learning and sharing the
best of North American cuisine and culture. Together they have been restaurant
owners, food columnists, caterers, TV personalities, event speakers and recipe
consultants, but to the world at large they are best described simply as “the
Cooking Ladies”!
Let’s Get Grilling is the newest adventure by Phyllis and Lamont, a collection
of grilling recipes and travel anecdotes spanning Halifax to San Diego. Having
surveyed a wide world of grilling ideas, the Cooking Ladies encourage readers to
traverse new horizons with recipes for Peachy Country-Style Pork Ribs, Chicken
Breasts with North Alabama White BBQ Sauce and West Coast Cedar Plank
Salmon. Presented alongside fascinating food histories and an inspiring narrative
of life on the road, Let’s Get Grilling is a
go-to guide for getting the best from your grill. So catch a ride with the Cooking
Ladies and Let’s Get Grilling!
E XC E R P T A food truck festival is like a buffet. We are pulled in every direction by
the graphics on the trucks and the aromas in the air. The longest lines indicate the
best food. We have to plan our strategy. We go our separate ways to meet up later
and examine each other’s choices. Sometimes we share. The names of the trucks are
enough to make anyone hungry. Brazen Sandwich. Make Me Melt. Thai-U-Up. Pig Rig.
Knockout Taco. Shrimp Shack. Cupcake Frolic.
Our food truck experiences, in the past, have been serendipitous. Now, by checking
Facebook and Twitter, we can track the whereabouts of these gourmet street vendors
at any given moment, no matter what city in North America we happen to be visiting.
F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

· The Cooking Ladies offer a unique take on the grilling genre that expands its
demographic.
· A fusion of cookbook and travel guide that appeals to audiences of both and
features an engaging narrative with fascinating historical/geographic tidbits.
· The Cooking Ladies brand is fun and inspiring, and broadened by a wide-ranging
social media presence.
The Cooking Ladies are Phyllis Hinz and Lamont Mackay, two friends who traded
their careers as restaurateurs and caterers for the freedom and spontaneity
of a life on the road. They have worked as food columnists, travel writers, event
speakers, restaurant consultants, official Home Hardware Kitchen Experts and
for the past 14 years have written a regular column for RV Lifestyle Magazine.
When they are not travelling, they are at their test kitchen on the north shore of
Lake Erie.
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Hit the road and heat your grill!
ISBN 978-1-77050-297-0
8.5" × 11"
softcover with flaps
224 pages; $29.95
112 photographs; colour throughout
rights: world
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HISTORICAL COOKBOOKS

Kate Aitken’s Canadian Cook Book
edited by Elizabeth Driver

The Laura Secord Canadian Cook Book
edited by the Canadian Home Economics Association

Five Roses
A Guide to Good Cooking edited by Elizabeth
Driver

The All New Purity Cookbook
A Complete Book of Canadian Cooking
foreword by Jean Paré

978-1-55285-591-1
292 pages
5" x 7.75
paperback
$18.95

978-1-55285-458-7
224 pages
5.75" x 8.75"
paperback
$16.95

978-1-55285-260-6
192 pages
6.25" x 10.25"
paperback
$16.95
available only in Canada

978-1-55285-183-8
224 pages
6.25" x 9.25"
paperback
$16.95
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EV ERYONE CAN COOK SERIES

Eric Akis

Everyone Can Cook
Over 120 Recipes for Entertaining Every Day
by Eric Akis

Everyone Can Cook Appetizers
Over 100 Tasty Bites
by Eric Akis

978-1-55285-448-8
212 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$22.95

978-1-55285-793-9
208 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

Everyone Can Cook for
Celebrations
Seasonal Recipes for Festive Occasions
by Eric Akis

Everyone Can Cook Midweek
Meals
Recipes for Cooks on the Run
by Eric Akis

978-1-55285-993-3
272 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

978-1-55285-924-7
224 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95
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Everyone Can Cook Everything
by Eric Akis
978-1-77050-109-6
448 pages
8" x 9"
hardcover
$35.00

Everyone Can Cook Slow Cooker
Meals
Recipes for Satisfying Mains and Delicious Sides
by Eric Akis
978-1-77050-027-3
240 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95
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BOOKS BY

Bal Arneson

Bal’s Quick and Healthy Indian
by Bal Arneson
978-1-77050-023-5
208 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Bal’s Spice Kitchen
by Bal Arneson
978-1-77050-195-9
192 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Everyday Indian
100 Fast, Fresh, and Healthy Recipes
by Bal Arneson
978-1-55285-948-3
192 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
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R O S E M U R R AY ’ S
CANADIAN
C HRISTMAS COOKING
The Classic Guide to
Holiday Feasts
by Rose Murray
ISBN 978-1-77050-192-8
168 pages
6" x 8"
paperback
$19.95
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Beer At My Table
by Tonia Wilson
What better way to master the art of pairing beer with food than by tasting?
Chef and beer sommelier Tonia Wilson provides the fundamental information
you need to understand how aroma, flavour and texture affect the interactions
of beer and food. The book describes 39 different beer styles and pairs each
with a seasonal recipe, together with an explanation of why the beer works
with the dish. The elegant, yet simple recipes allow you to experience the food
alongside the beer, enabling a full appreciation and understanding. In addition
to being a great learning tool, Beer At My Table is a beautiful cookbook which
encourages a love of beer and recognizes its place at the table.
E XC E R P T

Seared Calamari with Green Olives, Tomato and Lemon
2 lb whole calamari, cleaned and beaks removed from tentacles (about 12 squid)}
¼ cup olive oil
2 tsp garlic, finely chopped
¼ tsp chili flakes
2 cups cherry tomatoes, halved lengthwise
zest and juice of 1 lemon
2 tbsp fresh basil, coarsely chopped
1. Place tip of knife inside the top of the calamari body, cut a slit from the top to the bottom point,
open it like a book. It should be flat. Using a sharp knife score the outer side of the flesh by making 6
shallow slices along the flesh, try to avoid slicing through. Not a big problem if it does. Score 6 more
times in the opposite direction so that it creates a crisscross pattern. This will allow the calamari to
soak up more flavour. Pat dry with paper towel.
2. In a large skillet heat 2 tbsp olive oil over medium-high heat. Lay the bodies flat in the skillet and
allow to brown, but not burn. After 2 minutes, flip the bodies over, they will have already begun to
curl into rolls. Add tentacles to pan and allow everything to cook through, about 3 more minutes.
3. Remove calamari from pan and set aside.
4. Add to the pan 1 tbsp olive oil, add garlic and chili flakes, cook for 1 minute over medium heat.
5. Add tomatoes, lemon zest and juice and cook until tomatoes are tender, about 4 minutes.
6. Place calamari back in skillet and warm through with tomato mixture for 1 minute. Add basil and
remaining 1 tbsp olive oil. Stir to combine and serve. Divide between 4 plates and allow 3 tentacles
and 3 bodies per person.
Serves 4

Tonia Wilson is a certified sommelier and chef, a regular contributor to the
LCBO’s Food & Drink magazine and the author of the upcoming book Beer At
My Table. Tonia spent many years working in Europe as head chef at Canada’s
embassies in Rome and Brussels. She is certified with the Associazione Italiana
Sommelier and is a Prud’homme-certified beer sommelier. Tonia teaches,
conducts corporate tastings and events, and recently launched her company
BRÜ Mustard to create mustards inspired by beer. For more information on her
services please visit www.toniawilson.com and www.brumustard.com.
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ISBN 978-1-77050-318-2
8.25" × 10.5"
Hardcover $40
rights: world
Available in Canada October 2018
Available in U.S. October 2018
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Dining in Paradise
by Raquel Fox
Bahamian cuisine is never bland. Our food consists of fresh tropical fruits,
spices, chilies, lime and rum. Seafood is the staple diet and we believe that
fresh is best!

Bahamian cuisine is never bland.
Stash
Our Raquel’s
foodPrivate
consists
of a variety of fresh tropical fruits,
Breakfast & Brunch in Paradise
spices,
chiles, lime and rum. Seafood is the staple
Comforting Soups
diet and we believe that fresh is best!
Breezy Island Starters & Salads
CHAPTERS

Casual Dining Under the Sun, Stars & by the Sea
Sweet Endings

Bahamian cuisine is never bland.
Our food consists of a variety of fresh tropical fruits,
Table
of Contents
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chiles,
lime
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Fox lives
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is respectful and
A Brief History Of Bahamian Cuisine
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to the
her youth
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Sail Away Cocktails

Introduction
of Island Cuisine – Nettie Cronish

CHAPTER 1: Raquel’s Private Stash

Raquel Fox is a professional chef and motivational speaker. She grew up in

CHAPTER
2: Breakfast & Brunch in Paradise
The Bahamas and spent a great deal of time in the kitchen as a young girl,

CHAPTER 3: Comforting Soups
Table
of Contents
CHAPTER 4: Breezy Island Starters & Salads

learning the secrets of many traditional Bahamian specialties. Raquel and her
husband opened a fine dining restaurant, The Wine Lounge, which was voted
on USAOf
Today’s
list oneCuisine
of the 10 best lounges in the Bahamas. Raquel honed
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SPRING 2018

WILD PL ACES

Vancouver Island
by John Kimantas

One of the most spectacular places on earth, Vancouver Island is a wonderland
of dense rainforests, rugged mountain trails, breathtaking coastlines and
natural beauty unlike anywhere else. In Wild Places: Vancouver Island,
experienced outdoorsman and bestselling author John Kimantas invites you to
experience this scenic paradise for yourself, providing up-to-date information
on how to access and navigate some of the island’s most stunning regions..
Wild Places: Vancouver Island anticipates the needs of hikers, fishers, climbers,
mountain bikers, campers, kayakers and explorers of many backgrounds and
interests. With detailed maps and full-colour photographs, this is a book that
will lead you wherever you want to go, even if you don’t yet know where that is.
Whether you’re going for an afternoon walk or journeying off the beaten path,
John will enrich your experience with historic and practical information, including
internet resources and GPS waypoints that will ensure you have the most
dependable data for your trip.
From hidden lakes to hilltop vistas, with every captivating twist and turn inbetween, Vancouver Island truly is an explorer’s paradise. Discover its pristine
beauty for yourself with this essential guide.
E XC E R P T The Vancouver Island terrain is one of the toughest anywhere. The ground
will be uneven rock. Thin cover will hide all manner of evils—thick moss over footfalls,
rotting wood branches that will break when stepped on, and mercilessly barbed
undergrowth. Never for a moment believe you can just muscle through. The worst
mistake is to leave a trail to head through a clear forest area, then when the clearing
runs out think you can just turn back. It sounds so easy to do—until that route you
followed isn’t visible from the opposite direction...
F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

· Updated and expanded edition of one of BC’s most dependable guidebooks.
· The “Wild Places” brand has endured for over a decade, with new issues of
Wild Places Magazine available seasonally throughout BC.
· Filled with detailed maps that anticipate the needs of both casual daytrippers
and experienced hikers.
John Kimantas has been a journalist for more than 18 years and has written for
newspapers across Canada. He is editor and owner of Wild Coast Publishing,
which produces Coast & Kayak Magazine (formerly Wavelength) and Wild Coast
Magazine. He is also the author of the Wild Coast book series and the BC Coastal
Recreation Kayaking and Small Boats Atlas series. He lives on Vancouver Island.
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Let John Kimantas be your guide through one of the
most rugged, beautiful terrains on Earth
ISBN 978-1-77050-312-0
6” x 9”
paperback
370 pages; $29.95
100 photographs
colour throughout; rights: world
Available in Canada January 2019
Available in U.S. January 2019
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9000 YEARS OF WINE

A World History
by Rod Phillips

Wine has a deeper history than that of any mere beverage. Present at the
earliest recorded points of human history, it has been present at the heights of
sophistication and the depths of debauchery, an integral part of religious ritual
and a free-flowing social lubricant.
This new edition explores the tourism and terroir-driven global industry of
today while reaching as far back as Ancient Greece and Rome. On the way it
stops at significant points in wine history including the birth of Champagne,
Venice in the 17th century, trade in the Middle Ages and more. Celebratory and
thorough, 9000 Years of Wine never lets the scale of history—wars, fraud, blight,
colonization, Prohibition—get in the way of a good story or notable bottle.
E XC E R P T Clearly, the journey that wine made from the vine to the glass (or the kylix
or the mug or whatever was used to drink from) has always been one in which humans
and the environment have collaborated, and part of the history of wine is the story
of that relationship. Yet if winemakers like to think of their wine as representing the
harmony of their skills with the best fruits of nature, they are expressing the optimism
that is probably necessary for their trade, for vine-growers and wine-makers have
battled nature—in the form of freezing winters, torrid summers, frosts, hail, volcanoes,
floods, droughts, pests, and diseases—as much as they have fought the economic and
other obstacles that humans put in their way.
F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

· Rod Phillips is a respected voice in wine writing, with four books under his belt and
frequent contributions to magazines such as The World of Fine Wine and NUVO.
· Wine is ubiquitous in human history. This book blends social commentary and primary
sources with larger historical trends for a read that entertains as well as informs.
Rod Phillips is the wine columnist for the Ottawa Citizen, author of four books
about wine including Ontario Wine Country and seven editions of The 500
Best-Value Wines of the LCBO and a
contributor to magazines such as The
World of Fine Wine, Vines, NUVO, Wine
Access and Wine Spectator. Rod is
known for his in-depth knowledge and
understanding of wine. He is a frequent
List of Maps vi
Acknowledgements vii
judge at wine competitions throughout
Notes on Usage ix
Introduction 1
Canada and Europe and a professor of
{
1
}
On
the
Trail
of the Earliest Wines 11
history at Carleton University.
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{ 3 } Were The Dark Ages The Dry Ages? 000
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{ 8 } Towards an Age of Promise 000
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{ 10 } Into the Light 000
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Trace the history of a beverage as old as humankind
ISBN 978-1-77050-240-6
5.5” x 8.5”
paperback
370 pages; $19.95
photographs
black & white; rights: world
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PI M EN TOS A N D PI R I PI R I

Portuguese Comfort Cooking
by Carla Azevedo

Hearty and filling and flavourful—these are the words that are most often used
to describe the cuisine of Portugal. Designed, as it originally was, to sustain farm
workers and other labourers through their long days, Portuguese fare is rooted
firmly in the tradition of peasant food that is fresh, simple and easy to prepare.
Pimentos and Piri Piri is Carla Azevedo’s tribute to that tradition. A food
journalist and teacher who was first introduced to Portuguese cuisine by her
husband, who came from a Portuguese family, Carla soon learned how to adapt Old
World recipes to the New World environment of urban Toronto. Her first book, the
bestselling and often-reprinted Uma Casa Portuguesa (Portuguese Home Cooking),
was the result. At the time of its publication, Elizabeth Baird wrote, in Canadian
Living magazine: “Pride and love. These are the words . . . that every Portuguese
cook stirs into her kitchen creations. It’s this pride and love that bubbled out when
I spoke to Carla Azevedo.”
Now, Carla has substantially revised, updated and added to her collection of
Portuguese recipes and her understanding of Portuguese cuisine, and brings us
Pimentos and Piri Piri.
This book features a comprehensive introduction, “Essentials of Portuguese
Cuisine,” with detailed glossaries of cooking techniques, ingredients and utensils.
Also included are 330 recipes for a wide range of dishes: appetizers, snacks, soups,
seafood and fish, poultry and game, beef, lamb and pork, vegetables and rice,
sauces and breads and desserts.
Whether you are feeling adventurous and want to explore the tastes and
flavours of Portugal, or just want to create a delicious and satisfying meal, Pimentos
and Piri Piri is for you.
E XC E R P T Whether from the Azores, Mozambique, Cape Verde or mainland Portugal,
the Portuguese love seafood. In fact, they love all things coming from the sea and have
discovered how to draw out every last drop of flavour from whatever sea ingredients
they find. Cape Verde Soup comes from fishers who had little time to stew flavourful
stocks. Sea-bound cooks would scrape barnacles from rocks or the sides of the ship and
toss them into bubbling caldrons along with other sea crustaceans to create a meal that
would sustain a hungry crew in a hurry. The intense seafood flavours that developed,
along with a deliciously seasoned cornmeal and tomato stock, would be enjoyed that day,
and leftovers reheated to be enjoyed the next. Like the seafood in the dish, the added
vegetables or grains are imbued with authentic flavours worth savouring.
F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

· With over 300 recipes, this is one of the most comprehensive Portuguese cookbooks
on the market.
· Carla Azevedo was born and raised in Canada and brings a North American approach
to Portuguese cooking by using easy-to-find ingredients and familiar cooking
techniques.
Carla Azevedo’s love affair with the tastes of Portugal started when she met
her husband, Antonio. She is a graduate of the acclaimed chef training program
at George Brown College and the journalism program at Ryerson Polytechnic
Institute. Carla is a teacher and lives in Toronto, Ontario. Pimentos and Piri Piri is
her first Whitecap book.
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REPRINT

Cosy up to traditional Portuguese recipes in
a North American kitchen
ISBN: 978-1-77050-190-4
8” x 10”
Hardcover
432 pages; $39.95
350 recipes
colour throughout; rights: world
Cover to change
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Looking out over Newfoundland’s breathtaking coastal scenery invokes a
sense of timelessness, and it’s this feeling that makes Newfoundland and
Labrador one of Canada’s most extraordinary regions.

STORM THE KETTLE

Resetting the Newfoundland Table
by Elaine Feore and Joanne Goudie

In Storm the Kettle, authors Elaine Feore and Joanne Goudie
celebrate Newfoundland’s strong connection to the past with
an eye to the culinary world beyond its shores, maintaining a
centuries-old love of food and commonwealth, but, at the same
time, infusing them with a contemporary sampling of recipes from
around the globe.
It’s often observed that Newfoundlanders take great pleasure
in sharing food with the people around them, and Storm the Kettle
encourages and updates this tradition, taking inspiration both
from present-day Newfoundland restaurant culture as well as from
the customary foods that have graced East Coast tables since
Canada’s earliest days.
Recipes for Thai Beef Skewers, Greek Phyllo Chicken (with
Lemon Béchamel Sauce), and Fattoush accompany the classic
stew and seafood dishes that have long defined Newfoundland’s
unique culinary scene. Appetizers and sides like Turnip “Fries” with
Crispy Prosciutto and Balsamic Dressing invite foreign tastes to
time-honored staples. And for the purist, Feore and Goudie offer
a generous helping of recipes that pay tribute to Newfoundland’s
essential export-cod-with selections such as Salt Cod Soup, Cod
Tacos, and Poached Cod with Mixed Vegetables.
Embellished with sidebars that detail Newfoundland’s rich
heritage and culinary evolution, Storm the Kettle is a unique book
that reflects Newfoundland’s enduring place on the Canadian menu,
while looking at the food trends and tastes that influence it today.
about the title Newfoundlanders are famous for having their own
way of saying things, be it with words, phrases or accent. On The Rock
Storm the kettle means to boil water hastily in a kettle for a ‘mug up’
or cup of tea.
While former bistro owners and current Newfoundlanders Feore and
Goudie are careful to include historical island favourites such as figgy
duff and pease pudding — here the mashed soft yellow peas are presented
as a dip — Storm the Kettle’s flavours and approaches are unabashedly
global. From fattoush made with Newfoundland-baked pita to
Mediterranean-seasoned chicken thighs, this is a friendly cookbook that
delights in multiplicity. Canadians searching for a new bedtime tradition
would do well to pick a delicate "bed lunch" sandwich of crusty bread
and melted bittersweet chocolate.
— The Globe and Mail

ISBN: 978-1-77050-299-4
8” x 10” • 208 pages
paperback with flaps
$29.95 • Rights: World

Elaine Feore was born in St. John’s, Newfoundland.
She is a self-taught cook who ran a catering business in
Windsor, Ontario before fulfilling her dream of opening
her own restaurant, Elaineʼs Fine Foods. After selling that
restaurant, she returned home to live in Newfoundland
where she met Joanne Goudie. Together the two of
them built The Blue Fish Bistro, a restaurant in Grand
Falls, Windsor serving cuisine inspired by menus from
around the world. Elaine and her husband Dermot now
divide their time between St. Johnʼs and Cape Broyle
and her happiest times are spent cooking for her
grandchildren, family, and friends from all corners of the
world. Storm the Kettle is her first cookbook.
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Joanne Goudie was born in the central Newfoundland
town of Botwood but has lived in many parts of the
island including Corner Brook, Stephenville, St. John’s,
Fogo Island and Grand Falls, Windsor. She has always
loved baking and catering, and after meeting Elaine
Feore the two were able to turn their shared passion
for food into the grand adventure of opening their
own restaurant, The Blue Fish Bistro, which would help
inspire their cookbook Storm the Kettle. Joanne and her
husband Craig are the proud parents of two sons.
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DOWN THE ROA D

Journeys Through Small Town British Columbia
by Rosemary Neering

Winner of the BC Book Prize Back in Print!
Traveling the roads and highways through the islands,
mountains, and plateaus of British Columbia, Rosemary
Neering talks to a fascinating cross-section of people
in the small towns she visits. In coffee shops, post
offices, and living rooms, she gathers their stories with
the inquisitive ear of the traveller…[setting them] down
with a storyteller’s wisdom. When Rosemary Neering
talks to former urbanites used to having the world
at their door, they feel that life is more complete in
places where people don’t lock their doors at night,
and where everyone knows your life better than you do.
But in many resource-based communities where the
fisheries, forests and mines are increasingly controlled
by large corporations, there is resentment towards
urban approaches to rural problems. As she travels, a
compelling portrait is formed of a world often hidden to
city dwellers.
A few of the places portrayed are Merritt, Campbell
River, Vanderhoof, Nelson, Kaslo, Nakusp, Prince
George, and Quesnel.

Rosemary Neering is a prolific and highly respected
author of books and articles on all aspects of her
adopted province. First published in 1991.

ISBN: 978-1-55285-464-8
6” x 9”
paperback
$18.95
FW Fall 2018
Cover not final
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BACK TO BA K ING

200 Timeless Recipes to Bake, Share, and Enjoy
by Anna Olson

In this latest book from bestselling author and
celebrity chef Anna Olson, the mystery of baking is
revealed with 215 all-new recipes. Whether looking
to bake a fundamental recipe like a basic shortbread
cookie or brownie; or delving into a classic torte or an
imaginative holiday dessert, Anna provides a reliable
framework for all of your baking, with guaranteed
success. With section on baking troubleshooting or
tips on accurate measuring, Anna helps novice bakers
bypass any kitchen disaster and move right on to
produce perfect baked goods every time.
Back to Baking is about enjoying the process of baking
itself, (making those extras that can have a place in a
balanced diet), in modest portions. Making something
from scratch gives you control. You know what you’re
making, what’s going into the dish, and how it’s being
prepared. Because these delights are homemade, the
recipes can suit those with food intolerances and
allergies. With entire chapters on dairy-free, egg-free,
gluten-free, and low-fat/low-sugar baking, this book has
recipes for everyone you love.

Whether you’re a novice cook, perhaps a young person
who wants to make your first batch of brownies, or a more
adventurous baker who’s ready to tackle a wedding cake,
this book provides fundamental formulas and guidelines, as
well as sophisticated advice for any home baker. Try your
hand at recipes such as:

ISBN: 978-1-77050-063-1
8.5” x 10.5” • 340 pages
trade cloth
$40.00 • Rights: World

· Chewy Molasses Cookies
· Delectable Fudge Brownies
· Two-Crust Caramel Apple Pie
· Raisin Butter Tarts
· Whole Wheat Carrot Sticky Buns
· Chocolate Layer Cake with Caramel Frosting

Anna Olson is the host of Fresh with Anna Olson on
Food Network Canada and she has hosted five seasons
of the program Sugar, which airs regularly on Food
Network Canada and is broadcasted internationally. This
is Anna’s seventh book with Whitecap, including Inn on
the Twenty Cookbook and Anna & Michael Olson Cook
At Home, which she co-authored with her husband. She
lives in the heart of Canada’s Niagara region.
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E XC E R P T Those of us who bake understand that baking is
about a sense of satisfaction, a sense of sharing. Especially
these days, when time is our most valuable commodity, taking
the time to make something that doesn’t just feed the family
but is meant as a reward is a gift that can be as gratifying for
the giver as it is for the receiver. If you’re ready to feel that
sense of satisfaction and sharing, then it’s time to get back
to baking.
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THE BAKER IN ME

“Right off the bat, I have to start by saying that although I
completed my stage at a hotel restaurant and then moved
on to be a pastry chef and then an executive pastry chef, I
am, at heart, a home baker.”

by Daphna Rabinovitch

—Daphna Rabinovitch
With chapters for cookies, bars, cakes, chocolate,
muffins and quick breads, and pastries, as well as smart
guides for techniques, ingredients and equipment,
The Baker in Me will be a trusted, lasting resource in
kitchens everywhere.
Daphna Rabinovitch has been an enthusiastic baker
from her childhood right through to a distinguished
career as a pastry chef. In The Baker in Me she brings
years of experience and a keen eye for details to a
comprehensive guide that lets home bakers take charge
of their kitchens. Science-based and technically sound,
Daphna provides a warm and approachable guide to
baking.

Transform your home baking with recipes like:
• Five-Spice Butter Cookies
• Just for the Fun of It Blondies
• Rhubarb Coffee Cake with White Chocolate
• Seed Bread

Daphna Rabinovitch has worked as a pastry chef, a
personal chef, the director of the Canadian Living Test
Kitchen, and the senior pastry chef at the prestigious
David Wood Food Shop. She is the co-author of two
cookbooks, and a graduate of Tante Marie’s cooking
School and a baking apprenticeship in Tuscany. She lives
in Toronto.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-242-0
8” x 10” • 208 pages
hardcover
$45.00 • Rights: World

F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

• A very accomplished pastry chef’s take on good home
baking, including familiar favourites like chocolate chip
cookies.
• Author has a distinguished baking career that has given
her many contacts in the media.
• Baking tips and technical know-how that is not always
well understood outside of professional baking.
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E XC E R P T One of the things that makes baking so
extraordinary and so magical is the fact that from just a
few simple ingredients—butter, sugar, flour, eggs, a few
flavourings— gorgeous, flaky, airy, melt in your mouth, chewy,
tart, gooey and crispy desserts and creations are made.
Whether they succeed or falter will depend on the quality
of the ingredients you bring to your baking counter. The
ingredients should be of the best quality that you can afford.
Why make an insipid cookie with margarine and flavoured
chips when you can make a truly memorable one with fresh
unsalted butter and real chocolate. Why spend the time
on a lemon meringue pie if you’re only going to use bottled
lemon juice? Freshly squeezed lemon juice—boisterous and
puckery— spells the difference between lifeless and stellar.
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FIREHOUSE CHEF

Recipes from Canada’s Firefighters
by Patrick Mathieu

A firefighter encounters many situations that require
decisive action, but one that influenced Waterloo
firehouse chef Patrick Mathieu more than most was the
simple question posed to him at mealtime: "are you
gonna cook, or clean up?"
The Firehouse Chef is an account of Mathieu’s
culinary experience as a Canadian firefighter, preparing
meals for his fellow firemen that have kept them wellnourished for over 15 years.
With original recipes, as well as contributions by
chefs from firehouses stretching from Newfoundland
to British Columbia, this is a book that gets what it’s
like to prepare meals for households on the go. A team
of firemen is just like a family, and The Firehouse Chef
is sure to spark some new ideas in your own home with
sizzling recipes such as:

· Old South Classic FireHouse Pulled Pork
· Cauliflower Steaks with Salsa Verde
· Yukon Elk Chili with Chocolate and Cinnamon
· Thai Drunken Noodles

Whether you’re looking for a simple starter, a
gourmet dessert, or a hearty main, these recipes
have been tried and tasted by test audiences who are
not afraid to speak their mind! Filled with colourful
anecdotes and sumptuous photography, get ready as
Patrick Mathieu and firehouse chefs from across the
country set the culinary world ablaze with the season’s
hottest cookbook.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-306-9
8” x 10” • 208 pages
trade paper
$34.95 • Rights: World

Firefighter Patrick Mathieu is a very passionate foodie
and self-taught chef who followed in his FrenchCanadian familyʼs traditions of firefighting and cooking
from the heart. He has cultivated his love for cooking in
the firehouse and, alongside his wife Andrea Lauren, is
the proud owner of StationHouse Catering and Private
Chef Services. Patrick is also a culinary instructor, a
food and recipe columnist for Firefighting in Canada
Magazine, and appeared on Season 2 of the Food
Networkʼs Chopped Canada. He lives just outside
Waterloo, Ontario with his wife and two children.
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B R I T I S H C O L U M B I A F R O M S C R AT C H

Recipes for Every Season
by Denise Marchessault and Caroline West

A celebration of British Columbia through a cook’s
palate and a photographer’s lens, this cookbook
highlights the province’s diverse edible landscape, from
the Pacific Ocean’s seafood to Okanagan fruit. The
seasonal layout pairs an eclectic collection of madefrom-scratch recipes with evocative images, paying
tribute to wholesome unprocessed foods and the
skilled farmers who grow them.
Seafood lovers will find plenty of ideas for enjoying
the Pacific’s bounty with recipes for halibut, salmon,
oysters, mussels, clams and spot prawns. B.C.’s prized
fruits are featured in summer pies, tarts, meringues
and ice cream while fall and winter recipes showcase
local pears, apples and cranberries. The Fraser Valley’s
meats appear throughout the book, as do the region’s
vegetables that make up vegetarian dishes like the
award-winning Ratatouille Pie.
There’s even a section for getting back to basics
with everything from stocks, to pasta, to honestto-goodness real mayonnaise. British Columbia from
Scratch features the province’s most commonplace
market ingredients, making this book as practical as it
is beautiful.
Denise Marchesault is a classically trained cook with a
particular fondness for French cooking techniques. A
firm believer in cooking from scratch, Denise’s soups
and sauces are created with fresh, local ingredients. She
lives in Vancouver with her husband and twin daughters.
Caroline West is an art director, photographer, vintage
home wares collector and contributor to Vogue Living
Australia. She lives on Vancouver Island with
her husband.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-234-5
8.5” x 11” • 320 pages
hardcover
$40.00 • Rights: World

F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

• This book offers a uniquely warm and personal take on
eating locally
• The chef and photographer worked closely on the project
to create a truly collaborative work of recipes and images
• Both the author and photographer are experts in their
fields with years of experience behind them
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E XC E R P T We set out to explore British Columbia, season
by season. We harvested oysters from the shores of Mudge
Island, picked peaches in the sunny Okanagan Valley, foraged
for mushrooms in an ancient rain forest on Vancouver Island,
gathered plump berries on Westham Island and watched
farmers in the Fraser Valley flood their cranberry bogs.
The more we travelled, the more we appreciated our
hardworking farmers. Once you’ve seen a cranberry bog
flooded, it’s impossible to enjoy a glass of cranberry juice
without thinking of the effort that went into harvesting the
berries. The mantra “Fresh, Local and Seasonal” may sound
like a cliché but for farmers who depend on the sun and soil,
it’s their way of life. Cooking with the ebb and flow of the
seasons makes good sense: food tastes better in season.
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A L I C E E AT S

A Wonderland Cookbook
by Pierre A. Lamielle and Julie Van Rosendaal

This delightful volume is the full text of the
original Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, by Lewis
Carroll, with recipes and photographs by Julie Van
Rosendaal and new, full-colour illustrations by Pierre
A. Lamielle.

The assortment of inventive recipes in this book, all
inspired by characters and events from the original
story, include such imaginative and enticing dishes as:
• Cheshire Cat’s Grinny Grainy Mustard Rarebit
• White Rabbit’s Cucumber Frames with Three Fillings
• Caterpillar’s Double-Stuffed Mushroom Caps
• Mock Turtle’s Mock Mock-Turtle Soup
• The Queen of Heart’s Red Velvet Cupcakes with Regal
Cream-Cheese Frosting

There is also special tea-party section inspired, of
course, by the famously chaotic and surreal Mad
Hatter’s Tea Party. This section includes a 16-recipe
menu—four sets of four recipes (a sweet dessert,
a savoury dish, a scone and a drink), one set for
each of the characters at the Wonderland tea
party (Alice, the Mad Hatter, the Dormouse and the
March Hare)—complemented by tips for making the
perfect pot of tea, dipping tea biscuits and reading
tea leaves as well as an illustrated glossary of tea
sandwiches.
Whether this book is for a young girl’s dreamy
tea-party or a grown-up’s costume-fantasy event
or a creative afternoon in the kitchen, Alice Eats
will delight, entertain and inspire. Readers who
are “curiouser and curiouser” about planning an
Alice-themed event, who want to know what an
“Eat Me” cake might taste like or who want to make
a memorable English afternoon tea will find both
classic and out-of-this-world ideas in Alice Eats.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-191-1
268 pages
8" x 10"
hardcover
$34.95
Whitecap Fall 2013
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VA L L E Y S O F W I N E

A History of the BC Wine Industry
by Luke Whittall

itecap

The story of a particular wine’s history and
flavour can vary, sometimes quite significantly,
from one winery to another. In British Columbia’s
Okanagan Valley, these stories can be the result of
a diverse geology, different aromatic ingredients,
production methods . . . or maybe just the winery
owners themselves, originating from different
backgrounds and careers, each with their own
interpretation of the wines they mythologize.
With so many stories, it can be hard to separate
the tall tales from the terroir, and Valleys of Wine
is the first comprehensive text in decades to look
at the actual history of Okanagan wine—not as
a guidebook, but a regional history examining
the trends and industry regulations that have
continued to shape a thriving part of BC’s
economy. Luke Whittall takes a detailed look at
the evolution of BC wine from the earliest vines
in the mid-19th century, to the estate wineries
that have elevated British Columbia’s wines to
the international stage. With insight, wit and
exhaustive research, Valleys of Wine demonstrates
that great wine is exceptional for the very reason it
can seem so elusive: you can’t understand it fully
without taking into account the people and places
who make it what it is.
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EAN: 9781770503168
Trim: 5.5 x 8.5
Page: 370
Price: $29.95
Paperback
Available October 2018

Valleys of Wine

A History of the BC Wine Industry
Luke Whittall

The story of a particular wine’s history and flavour can vary, sometimes quite significantly, from
another. In British Columbia’s Okanagan Valley, these stories can be the result of a diverse geo
aromatic ingredients, production methods . . . or maybe just the winery owners themselves, or
different backgrounds and careers, each with their own interpretation of the wines they mythologiz

With so many stories, it can be hard to separate the tall tales from the terroir, and Valleys of W
comprehensive text in decades to look at the actual history of Okanagan wine—not as a guidebook,
ndustry
history examining the trends and industry regulations that have continued to shape a thriving part of
Luke Whittall takes a detailed look at the evolution of BC wine from the earliest vines in the mid
to the estate wineries that have elevated British Columbia’s wines to the international stage. With in
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AC A DI A N K ITCHEN

Then and Now

A detailed culinary history supplemented with
context-providing sidebars, historical timelines,
glossaries and over 120 extraordinary recipes,
Acadian Recipes: Then & Now is an essential guide
to the culture and food history of the Acadians.

by Alain Bossé

The aroma of rappie pies baking in the oven, rich
fragrant broth bubbling on the stovetop for the
evening’s fricot, buckwheat pancakes frying in a
cast-iron skillet—these are the tastes and smells
of traditional Acadian cooking, brought to life as
never before in “The Kilted Chef ” Alain Bossé’s
new book, Acadian Recipes: Then & Now.
Celebrating the evolution of Acadian cooking
from its 17th century roots to the Cajun and French
Canadian dishes it’s known for today, Acadian
Recipes is a landmark guide to Acadian history,
culture and the time-honored foods that define
its one-of-a-kind heritage. Influenced by the
cultural exchange of historic French, Indigenous,
Creole and maritime ideas, Acadian cuisine is
defined less by technique than by the desire to
take simple, local ingredients, and turn them into
something delicious. With chapters on chowders,
pies, preserves, classic desserts and much more,
Acadian Recipes captures an extensive variety of
Acadian dishes, both new and old.

COVER NOT FINAL
COVER
NOT NOT
FINAL
COVER
FINAL
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D AV I D W O O D

Cooking for Friends
by David Wood

In the 30 years since David Wood first published
his classic David Wood Food Book, he has continued
to cement his reputation as one of Canada’s great
culinary artisans. Former owner of the prestigious
David Wood Food Shop in Toronto, David has spent
over two decades on the West Coast cultivating
acclaim for his cheese-making (as owner of the Salt
Spring Island Cheese Company), as well as for his
unique understanding of the elemental role food
plays in daily life.
David Wood’s Cooking for Friends is written with
the idea in mind that it’s not what you eat but how
you make it that matters. A traditionalist at heart,
David grew up in postwar Scotland respecting food as
basic sustenance and not much else. Now a cook of
wide-ranging skill with a familiarity of many complex
cooking methods and tastes, David continues to be
influenced by the pragmatism of his early years, but
with greater ambition and a refined palette.

whitecap

Fantastic recipes like Pesto-Stuffed Chicken Breasts,
Risotto Milanese and Seared Salmon with Dolce
Forte Sauce are more than just great meals; they
help shape the character of an occasion. Sublime
desserts like Raspberry and Fig Gratin, or Poached
Pears with Caramel Ginger Sauce, show how fresh,
everyday ingredients can be elevated
with proper care and an attention to detail.

2
david wood

ISBN: 978-1-77050-063-1
8.5” x 10.5”
340 pages
hardcover
$40.00
Rights: World

rules you were just meant to know. So we did not talk about food—at the table or
anywhere else.
There were, even in Scotland, houses where people cared about their food, and
I was fortunate enough to live in one of them. The quality of our food was always
good at home, although the preparation tended toward the basic end of the spectrum. My stepfather was a Scot of the old school variety and his favourite meal was
“mince and breakups”—ground beef in a thin gravy and potatoes boiled until they
fell apart. My mother had been at school in France before the war but it did her no
good when it came to cooking for him. She talked to us, the children, about real
food, but not at the table.
In those grey days before the Beatles, Carnaby Street, and avocado pears came
into our lives, good cooking still followed the rules set by Escoffier and others
during the Golden Age, even though post-war shortages made it impossible to
actually make any of the recipes. This was the time when Britain earned its reputation for stodgy puddings and overcooked vegetables, and menus featured Brown
Windsor soup and the memorably named Spotted Dick. The food may have been
monotonous and lacking in imagination, but in our house there was always plenty
of it, and for that I will always be grateful.
The seeds of my interest in food and cooking sowed by my mother eventually
sprouted and then grew through trial, error, and books. My first attempts to cook
were not for friends, but for myself. In my early twenties, I worked briefly for a
company that had once been the family business, and where I still had enough connections to get a job. I was very fortunate to be sent for training to Mexico City.
I lived alone and quickly grew tired of eating on my own in restaurants. The
alternative was to try cooking for myself (there being no other volunteers) and I fell
into reading the recipe column in the London Times. I am embarrassed to admit
that I received this every day by airmail, a lapse from life in the real world I can only
explain by having had a very sheltered upbringing. But I did learn to cook, and to
this day I retain a soft spot in my heart for Katie Stewart, the author of the column
at the time.
My early heroes were the stars of “Nouvelle Cuisine,” many of whom, like Paul
Bocuse, had trained under Fernand Point at La Pyramide in Vienne. But most of all
I admired the English food writer Elizabeth David. For pure food reading pleasure,
there is for me nothing that can touch the Introduction to French Provincial Cook-

David Wood’s Cooking for Friends
David Wood
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Food Book, he has continued to cement
his reputation as one of Canada’s great culinary artisans. Former owner of the prestigious David Wood Food Shop
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COVER NOT FINAL

by Rose Murray

COVER NOT FINAL

Easy, Feel-Good Food for Family and Friends

white

Rose Murray’s Comfortable Kitchen

COVER NOT FINAL

Easy Feel-Good Food For Family and Friends
Rose Murray

For decades, Rose Murray has been known for her easy-going, dependable cookbooks—guiding the ha
young cooks and bringing culinary wisdom into homes with her classic, tried-and-true recipes.
In Rose Murray’s Comfortable Kitchen, “comfort” is everything. Rose perfects the family recipes that have en
for generations and that taste more than anything, like home. Both nostalgic and effortlessly modern in its
of tastes and ideas, Comfortable Kitchen collects over 230 recipes that will put you at ease—from soothing
and quick salads, to main courses and exquisite desserts.

Written with the home cook in mind, Rose offers a wide variety of recipes, like her New-Style Chicke
Parsley Dumplings, and Fettuccine with Creamy Rosemary Shrimp, Raspberry-Walnut Muffins, Sensational
Brownies and an Irresistible Almond Streusel Cherry Pie.

Rose Murray’s Comfortable
Kitchen
Rose Murray
has been a key player in the Canadian food scene for almost three decades. She has writ

cookbooks, various magazines and newspapers, taught at various colleges and cooking schools, and appea

and radio.
RoseFriends
has helped shape Canada’s culinary landscape since 1979, and in September, 20
Easy Feel-Good Food Fortelevision
Family
and
was inducted into Taste Canada’s Hall of Fame with their lifetime achievement award.
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culinary landscape since 1979, and in September, 2015, she
their lifetime achievement
Shrimp, Raspberry-Walnut Muffins, Sensational Turtle
was inducted into Taste Canada’s Hall of Fame with their
lifetime achievement award.
award. with the home cook in mind, Rose offers a wide va
Brownies and an Irresistible Almond Streusel Cherry Pie. Written

Easy Feel-Good Food For Family and Fri
Rose Murray

EAN: 9781770503014
Trim: 8 x10
Page: 220 pages
Price: $29.95
Published: October 2017
Paperback

Parsley Dumplings, and Fettuccine with Creamy Rosemary Shr
Brownies and an Irresistible Almond Streusel Cherry Pie.
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BOOKS BY

Jeanelle Mitchell

For the Love of Salad
by Jeanelle Mitchell

978-1-77050-007-5
176 pages
7" x 10"
paperback
$19.95

For the Love of Soup
by Jeanelle Mitchell

978-1-77050-032-7
192 pages
7" x 10"
paperback
$19.95
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Jewish Interest

SOUP

A Kosher Collection
by Pam Reiss
978-1-77050-062-4
224 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

H E A LT H Y H E L P I N G S

800 Fast and Fabulous Recipes
by Norene Gilletz
978-1-55285-788-5
432 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$29.95
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SECOND HELPINGS, PLEASE!

Now into its
19th printing
with over 150,000
copies sold

Act to end violence against women
edited by Noreen Gilletz and Harriet Nussbaum

Revised edition including a selection of low-calorie and quick
and easy microwave recipes, plus tips for today’s busy cook.

First published in 1968, this is the “go to” cookbook for
young singles, marrieds, and people who simply love
food. Originally conceived as a culinary celebration of
Jewish Holy Days, Second Helpings, Please has evolved
into an indispensable cooking treasury, one designed with
convenience in mind, but packed with all sorts of helpful
tips and advice for the amateur cook. From discussions of
oven temperatures to substitutions (when you do not have
fresh milk, for example), from a primer on how to measure,
to a dictionary of food terms, this soup to nuts compendium
features over 500 recipes, plus extra pages to fill in one’s
own special favorites. A comprehensive index, charts of
recommended freezer storage time, glossaries, special
occasion menus, and dieting hints add even more to the
package. Check out the reviews on Goodreads. One happy
customer noted…”an invaluable resource…more satisfying,
more nutritious, more honest cooking…”

Table of Contents
Helpful Hints
Appetizers & Party Treats
Soups & Garnishes
Meat, Poultry & Stuffing
Fish, Eggs & Cheese
Vegetables, Side Dishes,
Salads & Dressings
Bread, Rolls & Muffins
Cakes & Icings
Pies & Desserts
Cookies, Squares & Candies
Jewish Festivals
Miscellaneous
One Helping Please
Microwave Basics

EAN: 9781770503199
Pages: 292
Trim: 6 x 9
Price: $34.95
Published: June 2017
Paperback
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BOOKS ON

Seasoning

The Salt Book
Your Guide to Salting Wisely and
Well, with Recipes
by Fritz Gubler and David Glynn
with Dr. Russel Keast

978-1-77050-176-8
208 pages
9.5" x 7.25"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Salt & Pepper
by Jody Vassallo
photos by Deirdre Rooney
978-1-55285-816-5
160 pages
7" x 11.13"
paperback with flaps
$24.95
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BOOKS BY

Mairlyn Smith

Homegrown
Celebrating the Canadian Foods We Grow, Raise and
Produce with 60 Recipes
by Mairlyn Smith, with recipes from the Ontario Home
Economics Association

312 pages
978-1-77050-232-1
8" x 10"
$39.95

Ultimate Foods for Ultimate Health
. . . and Don’t Forget the Chocolate!
by Liz Pearson
and Mairlyn Smith
978-1-55285-845-5
336 pages
7.5" x 10"
paperback
$29.95
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The Vegetarian’s Complete Quinoa Cookbook
from the Ontario Home Economics Association
edited by Mairlyn Smith
978-1-77050-097-6
208 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Healthy Starts Here!
140 Recipes that Will Make you Feel Great
by Mairlyn Smith
978-1-77050-039-6
352 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
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q

ca ke d e co rat i n g

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE
TO C A K E D E C O R AT I N G

edited by Jane Price
978-1-55285-236-1
304 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

C R E AT I V E C A K E S

World-Renowned
Cake Designer Rosalind
Chan Presents 14 Cakes
Inspired by her Journeys
Around the Globe
by Rosalind Chan
978-1-77050-213-0
192 pages
9" x 11.5"
hardcover
$29.95

BOOKS BY

NOURISH

Nettie Cronish

W HOLE FOOD R ECIP ES
featuring Seeds, Nuts & Beans

NOURISH

Whole Food Recipes Featuring
Seeds, Nuts, and Beans
by Nettie Cronish and
Cara Rosenbloom
978-1- 77050-243-7
224 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
BY NETTIE CRONISH & CARA ROSENBLOOM, RD

Everyday Flexitarian
Recipes for Vegetarians and Meat Lovers Alike
by Nettie Cronish
and Pat Crocker
978-1-77050-021-1
288 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
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Flex Appeal
A Vegetarian Cookbook for Families with Meat Eaters
by Pat Crocker
and Nettie Cronish
978-1-77050-188-1
224 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
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BOOKS BY

Elizabeth Baird

Canada’s Favourite Recipes
by Rose Murray
and Elizabeth Baird
978-1-77050-098-3
276 pages
8.5" x 10.5"
hardcover
$40.00

Recipes for Victory :
Meals During Wartime 1914-1918
Great War Food from the Front and Kitchens Back Home in
Canada
edited by Elizabeth Baird
and Bridget Wranich
978-1-77050-323-6
212 pages
$19.95
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Setting a Fine Table
Historical Desserts and Drinks from the Officers’ Kitchens at Fort
York
edited by Elizabeth Baird
and Bridget Wranich
978-1-77050-194-2
152 pages
6" x 8"
paperback
$19.95
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BOOKS BY

Rose Reisman

Rose Reisman’s Secrets for
Permanent Weight Loss
by Rose Reisman
978-1-55285-719-9
292 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$29.95

The Best of Rose Reisman
20 Years of Healthy Recipes
by Rose Reisman
978-1-77050-199-7
400 pages
8" x 9"
hardcover
$36.00

Rose Reisman’s Rush Hour Meals
by Rose Reisman
978-177050-303-8
292 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$24.95

The Complete Light Kitchen
by Rose Reisman
978-1-55285-902-5
400 pages
8" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
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Rose Reisman’s Family Favorites
by Rose Reisman
978-1-77050-006-8
392 pages
8" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
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ICE CR EAMS, SOR B ETS & GEL ATI
The Definitive Guide
by Caroline and Robin Wier

Caroline and Robin Weir’s book is the biggest selling
book on ices that has ever been published. It is universally
regarded as the bible on the subject. Since its first
publication, over a decade of research and millions of
calories went into the new edition which was published
in 2010.
Now for the first time the book is being issued in a
paperback edition.
The book has over 400 recipes covering ice creams, gelato,
graniti, bombes, parfaits, instructions on making wafers,
biscuits, punches, even ice creams for diabetics and vegans.
If you have never tasted home-made ice cream, you
are in for a revelation. If you have the previous book
you are in for many inspired new flavours. These are not
ice creams loaded with junk confectionery, these are
pure unalloyed, straightforward ices, easily made from
straight forward, easily obtained ingredients without
additives. Everything for the beginner, the enthusiast
the cook, the expert and the professional chef.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-063-1
8.5” x 10.5” • 340 pages
hardcover
$40.00 • Rights: World
FW Spring 2018
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BOOKS BY

Anna & Michael Olson Cook at
Home
Recipes for Every Day and Every Occasion
by Anna and Michael Olson
978-1-55285-702-1
288 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
paperback
$39.95

Anna Olsen

Olson

anna

COOKBOOKS FOR EVERYONE

195 Allstate Parkway, Markham, Ontario, L3R 4T8
t. 1-800-387-9776 • f. 905-477-2834 • www.whitecap.ca

Fresh with Anna Olson
Seasonally Inspired Recipes to Share with
Family and Friends
by Anna Olson
978-1-55285-995-7
232 pages
8.5" x 11
paperback with flaps
$29.95

In The Kitchen with Anna
New Ways with the Classics
by Anna Olson
978-1-55285-946-9
232 pages
8.5" x 11
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Sugar
Simple Sweets and Decadent Desserts
by Anna Olson
978-1-55285-509-6
272 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$24.95

Cookbooks for Everyone
by Anna Olson

Another Cup of Sugar
More Simple Sweets and Decadent Desserts
by Anna Olson
978-1-55285-809-7
200 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$24.95
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Back to Baking
200 Timeless Recipes to Bake, Share, and Enjoy
by Anna Olson
978-1-77050-063-1
340 pages
8.5" x 10.5"
hardcover
$40.00

SPRING 2018

FINALISTS

Taste Canada Awards
GOLD
IN THE SINGLE SUBJECT
COOKBOOK
CATEGORY

GOLD
IN THE REGIONAL AND
CULTURAL COOKBOOK
CATEGORY

THE OCEAN WISE COOKBOOK 2
More Seafood Recipes that are Good
for the Planet
edited by Jane Mundy

978-1-77050-238-3
384 pages
8.5” x 11”
paperback with flaps
$34.95

A TASTE OF HAIDA GWAII
Food Gathering and Feasting at
the Edge of the World
by Susan Musgrave

ISBN 978-1-77050-216-1
8” x 9.5”
$34.95

SILVER
IN THE HEALTH AND
SPECIAL DIET COOKBOOK
CATEGORY

SCARED WHEATLESS
Delicious Gluten-Free Recipes that
Won’t Make You Lose Your Mind
by Mary Jo Eustace

ISBN 978-1-77050-244-4
8.25” x 10.5”
$29.95

HOMEGROWN
Celebrating the Canadian
Foods We Grow, Raise and
Produce with 60 Recipes
by Mairlyn Smith, PHEc
with recipes from the
Ontario Home Economics
Association

CURBSIDE
Modern Street Food
from a Vagabond Chef
by Adam Hynam-Smith

978-1-77050-223-9
248 pages
8” x 10”
paperback
$32.95

ISBN 978-1-77050-232-1
8” x 10”
$39.95
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A TA S T E O F H A I D A G W A I I

Food Gathering and Feasting at the Edge of the World
by Susan Musgrave

Winner gold medal in the regional and
cultural cookbook category
Now in its 4th printing

In addition to winning lifetime achievement awards as a
writer and poet, since 2010 Susan Musgrave has been
the proprietor of Copper Beech House, a beautiful bed
and breakfast that has for decades played host to authors
and prime ministers, artists and adventurers who visit the
remote archipelago of Haida Gwaii.
In her first cookbook, the famous poet uses her
humour and incisive wit to bring cooking and living on
the former Queen Charlotte Islands to life with stories
gathered over decades. With its evocative tales and
wild cuisine, this book offers a unique take on food that
could only be developed living off the coast of British
Columbia.
More than collecting recipes, Musgrave follows the
seasons with guides to gathering the freshest local
ingredients for recipes that reflect Canada’s wild West
Coast. This book is a recommended read for fans of
food, good humour and the Pacific Northwest.

Why not include A Taste of Haida Gwaii in your next meal
with one of these recipes?

ISBN: 978-1-77050-216-1
8” x 9.5”

• Hands-Free Cloudberry Jam
• Spruce Tip Mayonnaise
• Mussels Trudeau
• Rose Spit Halibut with Wild Rose Petals
• (Almost) Flourless Chocolate Torte
with Thimbleberry Elderflower Liqueur Coulis

$34.95 • Rights: World

F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

• Susan Musgrave is one of Canada’s most exciting poets
and her cookbook debut is not to be missed.
• This book shows a unique look at a fascinating part of the
world, the remote archipelago of Haida Gwaii.
• The book has rare recipes developed by someone with a
devotion to foraging and eating locally.
• The book is not just a practical guide to cooking, but a
very entertaining read, and of interest to all fans of Susan
Musgrave’s writing.
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Susan Musgrave has been labelled everything from
eco-feminist to anti-feminist, from stand-up comedian
to poet of doom and gloom, from social and political
commentator to wild sea-witch of Canada’s northwest
coast. She is the author of 19 books of poetry, numerous
works of fiction and non-fiction, and several books for
children. In 2014, she received the Matt Cohen Award:
In Celebration of a Writing Life from the Writers’ Trust
of Canada. She lives in Masset, Haida Gwaii where she is
the proprietor of Copper Beech House.
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THE CANADIAN CR AFT BEER
COOKBOOK
by David Ort

The Canadian Craft Beer Cookbook is a lively and engaging
introduction to craft beer as well as a set of 75 recipes that use
craft beer as an ingredient or go well with craft beer as a pairing.
Recipes that use beer ingredients such as hops, spent grain, and
hops extract will also appeal to home brewers. If you’ve ever
wanted to know more about craft beer, use craft beer in cooking
or know which beer styles and particular beers to serve with
particular dishes, this book is for you.

The book’s detailed introduction covers the basics:
• a bit of craft beer history and the theory of pairing beer with food
• lagers and ales (and their many categories) and other beer styles
• beer ingredients (grains, hops, yeast, water and flavourings)
• gluten-free beer, cooking with alcohol and deep-frying
• measuring a beer’s bitterness and the International Bittering Units
(IBUs) scale.
The recipes include ones for snacks, salads, soups, vegetables, noodles,
rice, seafood, meat and poultry. There are old favourites here as well as
new surprises, such as:
• Beer Fondue
• Witbier Onion Rings
• No-Knead Soft Pretzels
• Korean-style Scallion Pancakes
• Grilled Moules Frîtes (Grilled Mussels and Potatoes)
• Braised Smoky Ribs
There is a section on Beer Cocktails, Sweets and Desserts and
mouth-watering condiments and accompaniments you’ll want to
keep “In the Pantry”.
Each recipe includes a recommendation for a specific Canadian
craft beer. Since not all Canadian craft beers are available across
the country, a recommendation for an international craft beer is
also often included. As well, there are profiles of craft-beer makers
across Canada and a
Further Reading section with an extensive list of books &
websites.
With a crisp and confident writing style, David has made The
Canadian Craft Beer Cookbook an ideal book for craft-beer experts
as well as novices.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-193-5
8” x 9.5”
208 pages
paperback with flaps
$29.95

F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

• Craft beer sales have risen steadily in the last few years as
more and more consumers are paying attention to different
flavours and styles of beer.
• The book includes detailed explanations on serving, tasting
and storing beer that many craft beer enthusiasts will find
especially enlightening.
• David Ort is a frequent contributor to the blog on the
popular online lifestyle magazine Spotlight Toronto.

David Ort is a well-known writer and journalist in the field of food,
beer and wine. An editor of the online lifestyle magazine Spotlight
Toronto and the creator of the popular blog Food with Legs, David
has hundreds of articles on the Ontario food scene under his
belt. He has also been featured on the website swallowfood.com
and written a guest post for the Food Bloggers of Canada. The
Canadian Craft Beer Cookbook is David’s first book.
E XC E R P T Carbonade Flamandes (Stoofvlees) —This simple, hearty
stew from Belgium is carried by two main flavours: beef and beer. The
onions, herbs and mustard sing along in the background, but it’s the “b
and b” that get solos. The meat is easy enough to find—ask the butcher
for chuck or shoulder, or find a package marked as such or as “blade”
or “stewing beef.” Sour ale, used in this recipe, is one of the last styles to
catch on, even in the craft beer market. Oud bruin (old brown) is really
what’s called for here, but acceptable substitutes are a “sour brown” or
a dark Belgian dubbel. Dubbel has the colour and dark fruit flavours we
want, but since it lacks an acid edge we add a bit of vinegar to this stew.
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PU C K E R

A Cookbook for Citrus Lovers
by Gwendolyn Richards
foreword by Anna Olson

That citrus kiss, that tang, that pucker, it makes some of us swoon.
Pucker is for the citrus lovers amongst us who’d gladly pass over
chocolate or caramel for a lemon meringue or key lime pie. But
citrus love extends beyond these common favourites. For those
who can’t say no to the taste of tart, Pucker is an invaluable guide
to the acidicly delicious with drinks like Lemon Bourbon Sours,
Sidecars and Moscow Mules; appetizers like Scallops with Meyer
Lemon Beurre Blanc and exotic mains like Citrus-Braised Pork
Shoulder Tacos.
A cookbook as vibrant and fresh as the fruits it celebrates,
Pucker pays homage to a wide array of geographic customs,
creating recipes that are both innovative and steeped in tradition.
It highlights the flavor of lemons, limes and grapefruits in over 100
recipes from drinks, salads, sides, breakfasts, mains and desserts,
and even contains tips on leftover fruits for those recipes that call
for a little zest and leave your lemon or lime to linger on, waiting
for a future use.
Pucker provides useful information on what to stock in your
kitchen and how to get the best from zest, presented alongside
charming stories and helpful hints from an author as passionate
about citrus as you are. If citrus is your main squeeze, ready your
taste buds and Pucker up.
Gwendolyn Richards is the blogger behind the popular website
patentandthepantry.com, and is food writer for the Calgary
Herald. With a passion for patent shoes, bourbon, burgers, and
any lemon dessert, Gwendolyn comes to authoring Pucker from
a passionate place. She’s an avid food experimenter who works
hard at channeling her inner 1950s housewife, mixing whisky sours,
perfecting créme brûlee and pulling out a perfect Veal Scaloppine
with a lemon twist, of course!

ISBN: 978-1-77050-227-7
224 pages
7" x 10.5"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

• The author’s website patentandthepantry.com has
thousands of visitors each day and redirects from search
engines
• Gwendolyn Richards is a well-known food writer for the
Calgary Herald with a pre-existing audience

E XC E R P T In the heat of summer, acidic citrus is refreshing and light. In
the doldrums of winter, it adds a freshness and dimension to overly rich
and sometimes flabby-tasting dishes. It always adds something a little
special to dishes without breaking the bank. Forget truffle oil, fancy salts
and expensive spices; for about 50 cents, a lemon or lime adds instant
luxe. They are at the heart of every good dish. Almost every cuisine in
the world uses citrus.

• This is the only book on the market to combine savoury
and sweet recipes into one beautifully designed and
photographed book
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F L AV O U R S O F A L E P P O

Celebrating Syrian Cuisine
By Dalal Kadé-Badra and Elie Badra
Aleppo is Syria’s second largest city and one
of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in
the world. Located at the crossroads of some
of the world’s great historic commercial routes
linking Europe and Asia, Aleppo has developed
a diverse cuisine that is considered to be one of
the best in the Arab world.
Turkey, Greece, Armenia, and the rest of the
Levant influence Aleppian cuisine but it is its
own seasonings and presentation that make
Syrian food especially appealing. Flavours
of Aleppo celebrates these seasonings and
presentations through a heady mix of recipes
and gorgeous photographs of the city.
Flavours of Aleppo includes versions of many
classic Levantine dishes such as kabob, kibbeh
(bulgar, onion and ground meat), and mezzes.
Featuring an introduction to typical Aleppian

W I N E S C A N A D I A N S LOV E
TO DRINK
by Rod Phillips
Overwhelmed when you walk into the local
wine store? Just trying to find that special
gift for that special occasion? Looking for the
perfect pairing for tonight’s dinner? Or are
you just tired of the same ol’ same ol’? Let
Rod Phillips, Canada’s trusted wine expert,
show you the way. With over 500 domestic and
international wines categorized by vintage,
appellation, alcohol content, price range, taste
description—and Phillips’ authoritative quality
ratings system—Wines Canadians Love will get
you that perfect wine—no matter where you
live in Canada.
Sure to become the go-to bible for
Canadians on the lookout for top-quality
inexpensive and mid-range wines, this succinct
and sensible guide will give you the knowhow to
discover great tasting, quality wines that you’ve
never tasted before.
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ISBN: 978-1-77050-178-2
8.5” x 9.5” • 152 pages
paperback with flaps
89 recipes; colour throughout, including
photographs; index
$29.95 • Rights: World
ingredients, with nearly 100 meat and vegetarian
recipes for main and side dishes, as well as
barbecue dishes, desserts, sweets and drinks,
this book is a comprehensive sampler of this
unique cuisine.

•
•
•
•
•

Some of the enticing recipes in the book are:
M
 ámounyé (a sweet breakfast casserole
unique to Aleppo)
K
 ébbé bel Séniyé (one of the many kibbeh
variaties, known as “plate” kibbeh)
K
 abbab bel Barz (kebobs with cherries, one of
Aleppo’s main dishes)
Martadella Halabyé (Aleppian sausage)
Gateau bel Ananas (banana and almond cake)

Flavours of Aleppo is a book that will perfectly
complement the book collection of any cook
wanting to explore the cuisine of this
fascinating culture.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-327-4
5 x 8.5, • 256 pages
trade paper
$24.95

Rod Phillips is an Ottawa-based wine writer
and wine historian, and a professor of history at
Carleton University. His books include A Short
History of Wine (2000), Ontario Wine Country
(2006), Alcohol: A History (2014), and French
Wine: A History (2016). He writes wine features
for NUVO Magazine and Vines Magazine, has
contributed to The World of Fine Wine and
GuildSomm.com, and publishes articles and
wine reviews on rodphillipsonwine.com.

liquid potables

THE WHISKY CABINET
Your Guide to Enjoying the Most
Delicious Whiskies in the World
by Mark Bylok

978-1-77050-237-6
208 pages
8" x 9.5"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

ENTERTAINING WITH BOOZE
Designer Drinks, Fabulous Food and
Inspired Ideas for Your Next Party
by Ryan Jennings and David Steele

978-1-55285-930-8
256 pages
8.5" x 10.5"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
available only in Canada

THE CANADIAN CRAFT BEER
COOKBOOK
by David Ort

ONTARIO WINE COUNTRY
by Rod Phillips
photos by Lorraine Parow

978-1-77050-193-5
8" x 9.5"
208 pages
paperback with flaps
$29.95

978-1-55285-649-6
192 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

MORE SUPER JUICE
Juices for health & healing
by Michael van Straten

RECIPES FROM WINE COUNTRY
by Tony de Luca

978-1-55285-873-8
144 pages
7.5" x 9.25"
paperback with flaps
full colour throughout
$19.95
Limited quantity available
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978-1-55285-605-5
320 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
paperback
$39.95

P E R L A FA M I G L I A

Memories and Recipes of Southern Italian Home Cooking
by Emily Richards

Per La Famiglia is a celebration of Southern Italian
cooking. In the book, author Emily Richards shares the
life of her Italian family with readers including not just
stories, but traditional home recipes from her and her
family. These recipes have been passed down lovingly
from generation to generation and are now being
made available to the public through this book.
Per La Famiglia has home-cooked Southern Italian
food for chefs of all skill levels. It contains meals
for traditional Italian celebrations, not only the
well known ones like Easter and Christmas (though
it includes those of course!) but also for Saints’
Days, birthdays and other Italian celebrations.
There is bound to be something here for any
occasion.
The book includes homemade sauces, salads,
pastas, pizzas, entrees, antipastos, desserts and
cookies. This is more than just a collection of
delicious recipes; it is also a window into the lives
of a loving family.

Make your next meal a celebration of Italian food and
family with these recipes:
• Marscapone and Gorgonzola Dip
• Sweet Potato Gnocchi with Sage Butter Sauce
• Nana Ortenzia’s Meatballs
• Bean Puttanesca
• Ricotta Cheesecake with Caramel Sauce

978-1-77050-224-6
248 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
$29.95
F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

• The author’s recipes bring Italian food to life with friendly easyto-follow instructions
• Emily Richards is Professional Home Economist who has
worked on many other cookbook projects. This is her second
book, and a book about food that she is very passionate about
• This book has many delicious recipes you will be unable to find
elsewhere because they are traditional home recipes released
for the first time

Emily Richards’s career has taken her from
restaurant and hotel kitchens, to the Canadian
Living Test Kitchen and Food Network cooking
shows. She comes from a large Italian family,
whose love of food and celebration inspired her
own passion for the kitchen. As a member of the
Ontario Home Economics Association, Emily has
contributed to books such as The Vegetarian’s
Complete Quinoa Cookbook and appeared across
the country presenting recipes and inspiring
people to get in their kitchens and cook.
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CO O K I N G W ITH CO RY

Inspirational Recipes for the Fearless Cook
By Cory Parsons

A world traveller and seasoned restaurant-insdustry
insider, at 23 Cory Parsons was posed for even more
high adrenaline pursuits, when a diving acciedent
left him a quadriplegic. But instead of letting this
setback derail his love of food and adventure, Cory
Parsons took it as a challenge to delve further into
his passions.
The result is this book!
If you’ve ever felt intimidated at the thought of
preparing food for guests, or even at the prospect of
coming up with something delicious for a weeknight
dinner, this is the cookbook for you. The emphasis on
fresh produce and fuss-free preparation makes for
healthy, delectable dishes like…..

· Grilled Halibut Tacos with Hot Chili Salsa
· Paris Asparagus & Toasted Pistachio Wild Rice
· Chipotle & Lime Prosciutto-Wrapped Prawns
· Rich Dark Chocolate Poached Pears
· Barbecued Tenderloin Steak Salad with Goat Cheese
Cory Parsons lives in Namaimo.

978-1-77050-022-8
176 pages, full colour throughout
8.5 x 11
$29.95
trade paperback
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seafood books

SALMON
The Cookbook
edited by Bill Jones

978-1-55285-645-1
184 pages
8.25” x 9.5”
paperback
$24.95

HALIBUT
The Cookbook
edited by Karen Barnaby

978-1-55285-860-8
184 pages
8.25” x 9.5”
paperback
$24.95

SHELLFISH
The Cookbook
edited by Karen Barnaby

978-1-55285-925-4
224 pages
8.25” x 9.5”
paperback
$24.95

MUSSELS
Preparing, Cooking and
Enjoying a Sensational
Seafood
by Chef Alain Bossé
and Linda Duncan
foreword by Chef
Michael Smith

978-1-77050-214-7
144 pages
8.25” x 9.5”
paperback with flaps
$29.95

HOW TO MAKE LOVE
TO A LOBSTER
An Eclectic Guide to the
Buying, Cooking, Eating
and Folklore of Shellfish
by Marjorie Harris
and Peter Taylor

978-1-77050-183-6
144 pages
8” x 9”
paperback with flaps
$19.95

THE OCEAN WISE
COOKBOOK
Seafood Recipes that are
Good for the Planet
edited by Jane Mundy

978-1-77050-016-7
328 pages
8.5” x 11”
paperback with flaps

$34.95

THE OCEAN WISE
COOKBOOK 2
More Seafood Recipes
that are Good for the
Planet
edited by Jane Mundy

978-1-77050-238-3
384 pages
8.5” x 11”
paperback with flaps
$34.95
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MORE

C FOOD
by Robert Clark and Harry Kambolis | photos by Hamid Attie

seafood

11.5 x 11.25
168 pages, full colour throughout
9781770500044
$24.95 (reduced from $40.00)

C was, in its time, one of the most celebrated seafood restaurants
in North America. Opened in 1997, at the bottom of Howe Street,
with a view of the harbour below, in Vancouver.
“C Owner, Harry Kambolis, and Chef, Robert Clark, are often
credited with leading the charge to sustainable seafood in
Canadian restaurants. Indeed, Ocean Wise, a sustainable seafood
program with over 500 participating restaurants was modelled
after C restaurant’s sustainable seafood sourcing. C even
collaborated with the Vancouver Aquarium to take Ocean Wise
awareness across the country.” (Vancouver Sun). C was sold to
Viaggio Hospitality in 2014.
All that history aside, this is a spectacularly beautiful
cookbook and testimony to the art of seafood cooking. The Globe
& Mail called it “a temple of sustainable food.”

The design and highly artistic photographs make it memorable in
many, many respects.

BOOKS BY

Chef Michael Smith

CHEF AT HOME
Cooking with and
Without a Recipe
by Chef Michael Smith

978-1-55285-716-8
176 pages
8” x 10”
paperback
$29.95
available only in Canada
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THE BEST OF CHEF
AT HOME
Essential Recipes
for Today’s Kitchen
by Chef Michael Smith
photos by James Ingram

978-1-55285-984-1
272 pages
8.5” x 11”
paperback with flaps
$29.95
available only in Canada

H E A LT H I N G C O O K I N G T I T L E S

Everyday Grain-Free
Gourmet

Breakfast, Lunch, and
Dinner
by Jodi Bager
and Jenny Lass
978-1-55285-918-6
224 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$29.95

Grain-Free Gourmet

Delicious Recipes for
Healthy Living
by Jodi Bager
and Jenny Lass
978-1-55285-668-0
204 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$26.95

Everyday Flexitarian
375 Sensational
Splenda® Recipes

Low in Sugar, Fat, and
Calories
by Marlene Koch
978-1-55285-752-6
488 pages
7.5" x 9.25"
paperback
$24.95
available only in Canada

Recipes for Vegetarians
and Meat Lovers Alike
by Nettie Cronish
and Pat Crocker
978-1-77050-021-1
288 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Eat Well, Live Well with Eat Well, Live Well with Eat Well, Live Well
IBS
Diabetes
with Growing
Children
by Susanna Holt, PhD
by Karen Kingham

978-1-55285-878-3
192 pages
6.25" x 7.75"
paperback with flaps
$19.95
available only in Canada

Flex Appeal

A Vegetarian
Cookbook for Families
with Meat Eaters
by Pat Crocker
and Nettie Cronish
978-1-77050-188-1
224 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

978-1-55285-876-9
192 pages
6.25" x 7.75"
paperback with flaps
$19.95
available only in Canada

Broccoli, Love and
Dark Chocolate

Because Food, Love and
Life Should be Delicious
by Liz Pearson
978-1-77050-211-6
304 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

by Karen Kingham

978-1-55285-886-8
192 pages
6.25" x 7.75"
paperback with flaps
$19.95
available only in Canada

Ultimate Foods for
Ultimate Health

Eat Well, Live
Well with High
Cholesterol

Grazing

by Karen Kingham

978-1-55285-877-6
192 pages
6.25" x 7.75"
paperback with flaps
$19.95
available only in Canada

978-1-55285-965-0
224 pages
6.5" x 9.5"
paperback
$24.95

Scared Wheatless

Healthy Starts Here!

208 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
$29.95

978-1-77050-039-6
352 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Delicious Gluten-Free
. . . and Don’t Forget the Recipes that Won’t Make
You Lose Your Mind
Chocolate!
by Mary Jo Eustace
by Liz Pearson
and Mairlyn Smith
978-1-77050-244-4
978-1-55285-845-5
336 pages
7.5" x 10"
paperback
$29.95

A Healthier Approach to
Snacks and Finger Foods
by Julie Van Rosendaal

140 Recipes that Will Make
you Feel Great
by Mairlyn Smith

NOURISH
WHOL E FOOD RECIPE S
featuring Seeds, Nuts & Beans

BY NETTIE CRONISH & CARA ROSENBLOOM, RD

The New Food
Processor Bible

The 30th Anniversary
Edition
by Norene Gilletz
978-1-77050-028-0
560 pages
7.25" x 9.25"
paperback
$29.95

Healthy Helpings

800 Fast and Fabulous
Recipes
by Norene Gilletz
978-1-55285-788-5
432 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$29.95

Nourish

Whole Food Recipes
Featuring Seeds, Nuts, and
Beans
by Nettie Cronish and Cara
Rosenbloom
978-1- 77050-243-7
224 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

The Power of Food

100 Essential Recipes for
Abundant Health and
Happiness
by Adam Hart
978-1- 77050-182-9
152 pages
8" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Everything Flax

More than 100 Easy Ways
to Work Flax into your
Everyday Diet
edited by Linda Braun
978-1-55285-981-0
240 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95
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Healthy Eating for
Diabetes

by Antony Worrall
Thompson
and Azmira Govindji
978-1-55285-552-2
144 pages
8.25" x 8.5"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Dominique and Cindy Duby

Crème Brûlée

Definitive Kitchen Classics:
More than 50 Decadent Recipes
by Dominique and Cindy Duby
978-1-55285-943-8
128 pages
7" x 8"
paperback with flaps
$19.95

soup

Wild Sweets Chocolate

Savory, Sweet, Bites, Drinks
by Dominique and Cindy Duby
foreword by Charlie Trotter
978-1-55285-910-0
212 pages
9.25" x 12.25
hardcover
$40.00

Wild Sweets

Exotic Dessert and Wine
Pairings
by Dominique and Cindy
Duby
foreword by Charlie Trotter
978-1-55285-836-3
162 pages
9" x 12"
paperback with flaps
$35.00

Panini

Chocolate

Definitive Kitchen Classics:
More than 50 Decadent
Recipes
by Dominique and Cindy
Duby
978-1-77050-001-3
128 pages
7" x 8"
paperback with flaps
$19.95

Definitive Kitchen Classics:
Gourmet Recipes to Help
you Get the Most from your
Panini Press
by Dominique and Cindy
Duby
978-1-77050-030-3
144 pages
7" x 8"
paperback with flaps
$19.95

TITLES

Soup

A Kosher Collection
by Pam Reiss
978-1-77050-062-4
224 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

Great Soup Empty Bowls

Recipes from the Empty
Bowls Fundraiser
edited by Jamie Kennedy
photographs by
Christopher Freeland
978-1-55285-347-4
128 pages
8.25" x 8.25"
paperback
$19.95

For the Love
of Soup

by Jeanelle Mitchell
978-1-77050-032-7
192 pages
7" x 10"
paperback
$19.95
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Soup

by Anne-Catherine Bley
photos by Akiko Ida
978-1-55285-834-9
160 pages
7" x 11.13"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

H O S P I TA L I T Y D I N I N G

The Harrow Fair
Cookbook

Prize-Winning Recipes
Inspired by Canada’s
Favourite Country Fair
by Moira Sanders
and Lori Elstone
with Beth Goslin Maloney
foreword by Anna Olson

The Kitchen Table
Cookbook

by Moira Sanders

978-1-77050-228-4
292 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

978-1-77050-020-4
256 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Menus from an
Orchard Table

Celebrating the Food and
Wine of the Okanagan
by Heidi Noble
978-1-55285-852-3
320 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
paperback with flaps
$34.95

Gatherings

by Julie Van Rosendaal
and Jan Scott
978-1-77050-226-0
320 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$34.95

Island Lake Lodge

The Cookbook
by Keith Liggett

978-1-55285-947-6
192 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

S A L A D S A N D V E G E TA R I A N

Quinoa 365

The Everyday Superfood
by Patricia Green and
Carolyn Hemming
978-1-55285-994-0
208 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

The Vegetarian’s
Complete Quinoa
Cookbook

Salad Dressing 101

from the Ontario Home
Economics Association
edited by Mairlyn Smith

978-1-77050-012-9
176 pages
5.75" x 9"
paperback
$12.95

978-1-77050-097-6
208 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Dressings for All Occasions
edited by Nathan Hyam

The All-New Vegetarian
Passport

350 Healthy Recipes
Inspired by Global Cuisine
by Linda Woolven
978-1-77050-179-9
450 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$34.95
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V Cuisine

The Art of New Vegan
Cooking
by Angeline Linardis
978-1-55285-903-2
224 pages
8" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

ME AL S AROUND THE WORLD

Crêpes

Crème Brûlée

La Régalade

Panini

edited by Camille Le Foll

by Sarah Lewis

by Alain Rayé
introduction by
Jurgen Gothe

by Jo McAuley

978-1-55285-839-4
64 pages
8" x 8"
paperback with flaps
$12.95
available only in Canadaz

BOOKS BY

VENEZIA
Food and Dreams
by Tessa Kiros

978-1-55285-967-4
288 pages
8” x 9”
hardcover
$45.00
available only in Canada

978-1-55285-736-6
64 pages
8" x 8"
paperback with flaps
$12.95

978-1-55285-705-2
192 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$29.95
available only in Canada

978-1-55285-687-1
96 pages
8.5" x 8.5"
paperback with flaps
$12.95

Tessa Kiros

FALLING CLOUDBERRIES
A World of Family Recipes
by Tessa Kiros
photos by Manos
Chatzikonstantis

978-1-55285-729-8
400 pages
7.13" x 9.75"
hardcover
$45.00
available only in Canada

FOOD FROM MANY
GREEK KITCHENS
by Tessa Kiros
978-1-77050-060-0
336 pages
8.25" x 9.25"
hardcover
$40.00
available only in Canada
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Everyday Exotic

Morocco

The Cookbook
by Roger Mooking and
Allan Magee

Recipes and
from East Africa
by Ghislaine Bénady
and Najat Sefrioui
photos by Michel Reuss

978-1-77050-064-8
192 pages
9" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Flavours of Aleppo

Celebrating Syrian Cuisine
by Dalal Kadé-Badra
and Elie Badra
978-1-77050-178-2
176 pages
8.5" x 9.5"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

978-1-55285-968-1
160 pages
7" x 11.25"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Curry

Simply Indian

by Jody Vassallo
photos by Deirdre Rooney
978-1-55285-955-1
160 pages
7" x 11.13"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Sweet and Spicy Recipes
from India, Pakistan and
East Africa
by Tahera Rawji
and Hamida Suleman
978-1-55285-411-2
192 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$19.95

Basic Japanese
Cooking

Yoshoku

Sushi

by Jody Vassallo

by Jane Lawson

978-1-55285-642-0
192 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$24.95
available only in Canada

by Vicki Liley

978-1-55285-971-1
160 pages
7" x 11.13"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Simply More Indian

More Sweet and Spicy
Recipes from India, Pakistan
and East Africa
by Tahera Rawji
978-1-55285-931-5
224 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

The Great Sushi and
Sashimi Cookbook

by Masakazu Hori and Kazu
Takahashi

978-1-55285-741-0
160 pages
9.5" x 9.5"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

978-1-55285-542-3
128 pages
9.5" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$19.95

France

India

Italy

Thailand

978-1-77050-093-8
296 pages
9" x 11.75"
paperback with flaps
$32.95

978-1-77050-090-7
296 pages
9" x 11.75"
paperback with flaps
$32.95

978-1-77050-091-4
296 pages
9" x 11.75"
paperback with flaps
$32.95

978-1-77050-092-1
296 pages
9" x 11.75"
paperback
$32.95

A Journey for Food Lovers

A Journey for Food Lovers

A Journey for Food Lovers
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A Journey for Food Lovers

CHEFS

Ricardo

Meals for Every Occasion
by Ricardo Larrivée

Inspirational Recipes for the
Fearless Cook
by Cory Parsons
978-1-77050-022-8
192 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback
$29.95

Pure Food

978-1-55285-525-6
316 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

978-1-55285-901-8
192 pages
8.25" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

The Very Best of
Karen Barnaby
by Karen Barnaby

978-1-55285-964-3
272 pages
9" x 10.75"
paperback with flaps
$35.00

Cooking With Cory

The Passionate Cook

Deconstructing the Dish

Inspirations for Modern Day
Cuisine
by David Adjey
foreword by Dan Aykroyd
978-1-55285-897-4
160 pages
8" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$35.00

How to Shop, Cook and Have Fun in
your Kitchen Every Day
by Christine Cushing

Glutton for Pleasure

Signature Recipes, Epic Stories,
and Surreal Etiquette
by Bob Blumer
978-1-77050-015-0
272 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

THE FOOD OF SPAIN

BASIC THAI COOKING

A journey for food lovers

by Jody Vassallo

by Vicky Harris & John Newton
9 x 11.25
296 pages, full colour throughout
EAN: 9781552858882
$34.95
paperback with flaps
Limited quantity available
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Photographs by Deirdre Rooney
6.75 x 11.25
160 pages, full colour throughout
EAN: 9781552859704
$19.95
paperback with flaps
Limited quantity available

C A N A D I A N S P E C I A LT I E S

Homegrown

Celebrating the Canadian
Foods We Grow, Raise and
Produce with 60 Recipes
by Mairlyn Smith, with
recipes from the Ontario
Home Economics
Association
312 pages
978-1-77050-232-1
8" x 10"
$39.95

Rose Murray’s
Canadian Christmas
cooking

The Classic Guide to
Holiday Feasts
by Rose Murray
978-1-77050-192-8
168 pages
6" x 8"
paperback
$19.95

Curbside

Modern Street Food from a
Vagabond Chef
by Adam Hynam-Smith
978-1-77050-223-9
248 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$32.95

Canada’s Favourite
Recipes

by Rose Murray
and Elizabeth Baird
978-1-77050-098-3
276 pages
8.5" x 10.5"
hardcover
$40.00

Gatherings

by Julie Van Rosendaal
and Jan Scott
978-1-77050-226-0
320 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$34.95

Setting a Fine Table

Historical Desserts and
Drinks from the Officers’
Kitchens at Fort York
edited by Elizabeth Baird
and Bridget Wranich
978-1-77050-194-2
152 pages
6" x 8"
paperback
$19.95

Flavours of Prince
Edward Island

A Culinary Journey
by Jeff McCourt,
Allan Williams
and Austin Clement
photos by James Ingram
978-1-77050-009-9
272 pages
9" x 11.5"
paperback with flaps
$39.95

A Taste of Haida Gwaii

Feasting and Foraging at the
Edge of the World
by Susan Musgrave
978-1-77050-216-1
340 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$34.95

BRITISH COLUMBIA
FROM SCRATCH
Recipes for Every Season
by Denise Marchessault and
Caroline West
978-1-77050-234-5
320 pages
8.5" x 11"
hardcover
$40.00
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STREETEATS™
TORONTO

by Suresh Doss

978-1-77050-185-0
96 pages
5 × 8.5
paperback
$14.95

A Taste of Canada

A Culinary Journey
by Rose Murray foreword
by
Elizabeth Baird
978-1-55285-911-7
272 pages
9” x 11.5”
paperback with flaps
$34.95

STORM THE KETTLE
Resetting the
Newfoundland Table
by Elaine Feore and
Joanne Goudie
978-1-77050-299-4
208 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

BAKING

INDULGE
100 Perfect Desserts
by Claire Clark
foreword by Thomas Keller
978-1-55285-909-4
240 pages
8" x 10.25"
hardcover
$45.00

Gems of Gluten-Free
Baking

Breads and Irresistible
Treats Everyone Can Enjoy
by Wendy Turnbull
978-1-77050-018-1
200 pages
8" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

The Essential Guide to
Cake Decorating

edited by Jane Price
978-1-55285-236-1
304 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

The Baker in Me

by Daphna Rabinovitch
978-1-77050-242-0
488 pages
8" x 10"
hardcover
$45.00

Kitchen

Best of the Best
by Michele Cranston
photos by Petrina Tinslay
978-1-55285-629-1
400 pages
9" x 11.5"
paperback with flaps
$39.95

One Smart Cookie

All your Favourite Cookies,
Squares, Brownies and
Biscotti . . . with Less Fat!
by Julie Van Rosendaal
978-1-55285-912-4
208 pages
6.5" x 9.5"
paperback
$24.95

Creative Cakes

World-Renowned Cake
Designer Rosalind Chan
Presents 14 Cakes Inspired
by her Journeys Around
the Globe
by Rosalind Chan
978-1-77050-213-0
192 pages
9" x 11.5"
hardcover
$29.95

The Brownie
Lover’s Bible

Cakes and Loaves

978-1-55285-939-1
224 pages
8" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

978-1-55285-954-4
160 pages
7" x 11.25"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Over 100 Delicious Recipes
by Lisa Slater

Another Cup
of Sugar

More Simple Sweets and
Decadent Desserts
by Anna Olson
978-1-55285-809-7
200 pages
8" x 10"
paperback
$24.95
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110 Recipes you Can Make
at Home
by Ilona Chovancova

Back to Baking

200 Timeless Recipes to
Bake, Share, and Enjoy
by Anna Olson
978-1-77050-063-1
340 pages
8.5" x 10.5"
hardcover
$40.00

BO O K S FO R N OVI CE CO O K S

Kitchen for Kids

100 Amazing Recipes your
Children Can Really Make
by Jennifer Low
978-1-55285-455-6
144 pages
9" x 10"
paperback
$24.95

Ready, Steady,
Lunchbox

Cooking for Kids
and with Kids
by Lucy Broadhurst

978-1-55285-957-5
192 pages
9" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$24.95
available only in Canada

Everyday Kitchen for Kids

Ready, Steady, Bake

978-1-77050-066-2
216 pages
9" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

978-1-55285-956-8
192 pages
9" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$24.95
available only in Canada

100 Amazing Savory and Sweet
Recipes Children Can Really
Make
by Jennifer Low

Cooking for Kids
and with Kids
by Lucy Broadhurst

Ready, Steady, Spaghetti

The Girls Who Dish!

978-1-55285-890-5
192 pages
9" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$24.95
available only in Canada

978-1-55110-945-9
224 pages
6.75" x 9.75"
paperback
$19.95

Cooking for Kids
and with Kids
by Lucy Broadhurst

Cook

Starting Out

978-1-77050-040-2
288 pages
8.5" x 11
paperback
$24.95

978-1-55285-706-9
344 pages
8" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

You Can Cook Fast, Healthy,
Meals for Your Family
by Deborah Anzinger

Seconds Anyone?
by Karen Barnaby,
Margaret Chisholm,
Lesley Stowe et. al

The Essential Guide to
Cooking on your Own
by Julie Van Rosendaal
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S M O K I N G M E AT

The Essential Guide to Real Barbecue
By Jeff Phillips

Real barbecue taste comes from mastering the art of slow
cooking meat at a low temperature for a long time, using
wood smoke to add flavour, and this is the book that shows
you how! For the first time in print, Jeff Phillips is sharing
the information he has compiled on his incredibly popular
website, www.smoking-meat.com.
With step-by-step instructions on how to choose, set
up, and modify your own charcoal, gas, or electric smoker,
Jeff guides you through your smoking session with the
patience that is unique to an experienced pitmaster. Once
you’ve chosen your smoker and got the knack of some
basic techniques, Jeff encourages you to cut loose and
experiment to develop your own smoky sensations. Best of
all, you can use your basic backyard grill to give smoking
meats a try, then decide whether to invest in a smoker.
Your every smoking question is answered in these
detailed sections:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The ultimate how-to guide for smoking all kinds
of meat, from the creator of the highest-ranking
website on smoking meat

Types of smokers
Charcoal, wood, or gas fuel?
Building and keeping a fire
Tools and equipment
Flavouring meat
The smoking-meat pantry
Food safety

978-1-77050-038-9
8.25” x 9.5” • 236 pages
paperback, flexbound
80 recipes; colour throughout, including
photographs; index
$29.95 • Rights: World

O F R E L AT E D I N T E R E S T

New book on smoking meat coming from
Jeff Phillips in Spring 2019
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WINTER
GRILLING
by Tom Heinzle
978-1-77050-249-9
160 pages
8" x 10"
hardcover
$29.95

S P E C I A LT Y T I T L E S

Kitchen Scraps

A Humorous Illustrated
Cookbook
by Pierre A. Lamielle
978-1-55285-989-6
208 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Well Preserved

Small Batch Preserving
for the New Cook
by Mary Anne Dragan
978-1-55285-988-9
288 pages
8" x 9"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Spilling the Beans

Cooking and Baking
with Beans and Grains
Every Day
by Julie Van Rosendaal
and Sue Duncan
978-1-77050-041-9
272 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Pucker

A Cookbook for Citrus
Lovers
by Gwendolyn Richards
foreword by Anna Olson
978-1-77050-227-7
224 pages
7" x 10.5"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Alice Eats

A Wonderland Cookbook
by Pierre A. Lamielle
and Julie Van Rosendaal
978-1-77050-191-1
268 pages
8" x 10"
hardcover
$34.95

The Salt Book

Your Guide to Salting Wisely
and Well, with Recipes
by Fritz Gubler and David Glynn
with Dr. Russel Keast
978-1-77050-176-8
208 pages
9.5" x 7.25"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Chocolate

by Trish Deseine
photos by Marie-Pierre
Morel
978-1-55285-833-2
160 pages
7" x 11.13"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

Salt & Pepper

by Jody Vassallo
photos by Deirdre Rooney
978-1-55285-816-5
160 pages
7" x 11.13"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

WHITEWATER COOKS
Pure, Simple and Real
Creations from the Fresh
Tracks Cafe
by Shelley Adams
978-1-55285-871-4
132 pages
10” x 9”
paperback
$29.95
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BEER, WINE & SPIRITS

Recipes from Wine
Country

by Tony de Luca

978-1-55285-605-5
320 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
paperback
$39.95

Crush on Niagara

The Definitive Wine Tour
Guide for Niagara, Lake Erie,
North Shore, Pelee Island
and Prince Edward County
by Andrew Brooks
978-1-55285-980-3
240 pages
5" x 8.5"
paperback with flaps
$19.95

Simply in Season

The Canadian Craft
Beer Cookbook

12 months of Wine
Country Cooking
by Tony de Luca

by David Ort

978-1-77050-193-5
8" x 9.5"
208 pages
paperback with flaps
$29.95

978-1-55285-951-3
288 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
paperback with flaps
$39.95

The Whisky Cabinet

Your Guide to Enjoying the
Most Delicious Whiskies in
the World
by Mark Bylok
978-1-77050-237-6
208 pages
8" x 9.5"
paperback with flaps
$24.95

British Columbia Wine
Country

by John Schreiner
photos by Kevin Miller
978-1-55285-803-5
224 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback
$32.95

by Tony de Luca

978-1-55285-605-5
320 pages
8.25" x 10.5"
paperback
$39.95

The Wineries of the
Fraser Valley, Vancouver,
Vancouver Island, and the
Gulf Islands
by John Schreiner
978-1-77050-042-6
224 pages
5" x 8.5"
paperback with flaps
$19.95

by Rod Phillips
photos by Lorraine Parow
978-1-55285-649-9
192 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$29.95

Recipes from Wine
Country

John Schreiner’s BC
Coastal Wine Tour
Guide

Ontario Wine Country

Entertaining With Booze

Designer Drinks, Fabulous Food
and Inspired Ideas for Your
Next Party
by Ryan Jennings
and David Steele
978-1-55285-930-8
256 pages
8.5" x 10.5"
paperback with flaps
$29.95
available only in Canada

The Wineries of British
Columbia

by John Schreiner

978-1-55285-983-4
496 pages
6.5" x 9.75"
paperback
$29.95
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T H E K I TC H E N TA B L E C O O K B O O K

Easy Family Recipes from a Country Fair Ribbon Winner
by Moira Sanders
978-1-77050-228-4
292 pages · 8" x 10"
trade paper
$29.95
These recipes have been tried, tweaked, sampled, savored, passed on and
enjoyed again and again. A collection of recipes that if you had no other
resource for recipes, you could pretty much have all your bases covered for
feeding yourself and your family in a delicious manner twelve months of
the year. Yes it’s about eating, local, sustainable and seasonal, but it’s about
fun too. Along with the recipes, you’ll find yourself making your own paints,
being talked into entering your baking and preserves at a local fair, enjoying
cooking away from home (who’s up for some camping?), or being inspired
to investigate your own neighbourhood for the best local food you can find.
Special colour-coded icons will also help point the way to grill/bonfire and
camping friendly foods, so you can eat the best way possible even when
away from home.

After graduating from St. Clair College’s
culinary and marketing programs, Moira
Sanders worked in several well-known
restaurants and gourmet food emporiums.
She also ran the kitchen of a chateauturned-cooking school in the Limousin
region of France. First and foremost,
however, Moira is a mom, and her passion
for cooking for kids is expressed on her
blog moirasanders.com and in this new
exciting cookbook, her second with
Whitecap Books.

The chapters are divided into quicker (weekday) recipes and a little more
involved recipes for weekends or special occasions.
· Fun and informative introductions and sidebars make deciding on a recipe easy
and the instructions make for great results every time.
· Beautiful pictures will tempt you straight into the kitchen.
· An easy-to-use preserving chapter highlighting canning and freezing sweet and
savoury staples that you’ll use over and over.
· Lots of fun snacks and treats for anytime, anywhere.
· Recipes with a bonfire insignia make for excellent eating while you are camping,
trailering, boating, cottaging or just enjoying the barbecue in your backyard.
· Be inspired to see how your baking stacks up against other enthusiasts by
entering a local baking contest!

G AT H E R I N G S

by Julie Van Rosendaal and Jan Scott
978-1-77050-226-0
320 pages
8" x 10"
paperback with flaps
$34.95
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THE SALMON PEOPLE
by Hugh W. McKervill

The Salmon People is a masterful history of
Canada’s west coast. From the First People’s
tales of salmon to B.C.’s first cannery, to
overfishing and environmental concerns, this is
a must read for anyone interested in how B.C.’s
fishing industry reached the sorry place it is in
today. Author Hugh McKervill takes the reader
to an aged Native man’s ancestral fishing
ground, into the heart of a Japanese fisherman
at the time of the 1942 War Measures Act,
and throughout the vast Fraser River system
on the backs of migrating fish. It is a story of
extraordinary people doing extraordinary
things, and one of a fascinating industry built
around a mysterious, now threatened, living
resource.
Former United Church minister and retired
Atlantic Regional Director for the Canadian
Human Rights Commission, Hugh W. McKervill
is author of three other books: Darby of Bella
Bella (Ryerson), Like an Ever Rolling Stream
(Four East) and Sinbuster of Smoky Burn
(Whitecap). An Atlantic Journalism Award
winner, Mr. McKervill is a long -time editorial
contributor with the Atlantic Salmon Journal
and his writings have appeared in a variety of
regional magazines. He lives in Halifax, Nova
Scotia where, in his spare time, he is involved
in photography, organic gardening, salmon
conservation, life-long learning, and fly fishing.

ISBN 978-1-77050-208-6
5.25” × 8.5”
paperback
256 pages; $19.95
black & white; rights: world, English

whitecap

|

www.whitecap.ca
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WH I T E C AP BOOK S

kids!
Welcome to the World
of Whales
by Diane Swanson

Welcome to the World
of Owls
by Diane Swanson

978-1-55110-490-4
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55110-614-4
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

THE

l co me
e
w
to the
wo r ld

SERIES

Welcome to the World
of Squirrels
by Diane Swanson
978-1-55285-259-0
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the World
of Foxes
by Diane Swanson
978-1-55110-705-9
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the World
of Bears
by Diane Swanson
978-1-55110-519-2
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the World
of Eagles

Welcome to the World
of Elephants

Welcome to the World
of Alligators and
Crocodiles

Welcome to the World
of Frogs and Toads

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson
978-1-55285-451-8
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55285-354-2
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-318-4
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the
World of Kangaroos

Welcome to the World
of Moose

Welcome to the
World of Octopuses

Welcome to the World
of Orangutans

Welcome to the World
of Otters

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55110-706-6
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-471-6
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-355-9
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55110-854-4
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-023-7
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

6 9   

whitecap books |

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55285-472-3
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

S P R I N G 2 0 1 8  

Welcome to the World
of Hummingbirds

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55110-520-8
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

wildlife

BOOKS

Whales
by David Jones

978-1-55285-665-9
112 pages
8" x 8"
hardcover
$16.95

Bears
by Daniel Wood

978-1-55285-663-5
112 pages
8" x 8"
hardcover
$16.95

North American wildlife
by David Jones
978-1-55285-764-9
304 pages
10" x 13.5"
paperback
$29.95

Wolves
by Daniel Wood

978-1-55285-664-2
112 pages
8" x 8"
hardcover
$16.95
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BOOKS BY

Paul Owen Lewis

FROG GIRL

by Paul Owen Lewis
978-1-55285-193-7
32 pages
7.75" x 10.63"
Ages 5 to 10
paperback
$9.95

available only in Canada

S TO R M B OY

by Paul Owen Lewis
978-1-55285-268-2
32 pages
7.75" x 10.63"
Ages 5 to 10
paperback
$9.95

available only in Canada
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WELCOME TO THE WO RLD S ERIE S

Welcome to the World
of Bats

Welcome to the World
of Penguins

Welcome to the World
of Porcupines

Welcome to the World
of Rabbits and Hares

Welcome to the World
of Raccoons

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55110-784-4
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-450-1
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55110-856-8
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the World
of Sharks

Welcome to the World
of Skunks

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55285-170-8
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55110-855-1
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the World
of Snakes

by Diane Swanson
978-1-55285-171-5
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-024-4
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55110-782-0
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the World
of Spirit Bears

Welcome to the World
of Coyotes

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55285-847-9
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-258-3
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

Welcome to the World
of Beavers

Welcome to the World
of Wild Cats

Welcome to the World
of Wild Horses

Welcome to the World
of Wolverines

Welcome to the World
of Wolves

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

by Diane Swanson

978-1-55110-853-7
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55110-615-1
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-320-7
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-55285-840-0
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95
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978-1-55110-491-1
32 pages
8" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

BOOKS BY

Joan Marie Galat

Stories
of the Skies

Stories in the Stars
by Joan Marie Galat
illustrated by Chao Yu
and Lorna Bennett

Stories of the Zodiac
by Joan Marie Galat
illustrated by Lorna Bennett

Stories of the Moon
by Joan Marie Galat
illustrated by Lorna Bennett

Stories of the Aurora
by Joan Marie Galat
illustrated by Lorna Bennett

978-1-55285-182-1
64 pages
8” x 9”
Ages 7 to 11
paperback
$16.95

978-1-55285-610-9
64 pages
8” x 9”
Ages 7 to 11
paperback
$16.95

978-1-55285-805-9
64 pages
8” x 9”
Ages 7 to 11
paperback
$16.95

Stories of the Planets
by Joan Marie Galat
illustrated by Lorna Bennett
978-1-55285-392-4
64 pages
8” x 9”
Ages 7 to 11
paperback
$16.95

978-1-77050-210-9
68 pages
8” x 9”
Ages 7 to 11
paperback
$16.95
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WHOSE . . . IS THIS SERIES

Whose Baby Is This?

Whose Bottom Is This?

Whose Eyes Are These?

by Wayne Lynch

by Wayne Lynch

by Wayne Lynch

978-1-55285-064-0
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-073-2
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$8.95

Whose Feet Are These?

by Wayne Lynch

978-1-55285-992-6
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55110-860-5
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$8.95

Whose House Is This?

Whose Nose Is This?

Whose tail is this?

by Wayne Lynch

by Wayne Lynch

by Wayne Lynch

978-1-55110-861-2
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-174-6
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$8.95

Whose Teeth Are These?

Whose Tongue is this?

by Wayne Lynch

by Wayne Lynch

978-1-55285-204-0
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$8.95

978-1-77050-008-2
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95

978-1-77050-035-8
32 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$6.95
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Animals Eat the Weirdest
Things

by Diane Swanson
illustrated by Terry Smith
978-1-55110-809-4
64 pages
9" x 8"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$14.95

Alphabet

a

BOOKS

A, B, SEA
A Deep Sea Symphony
by Dianna Bonder
978-1-77050-043-3
32 pages
9.5" x 11"
Ages 4+
hardcover
$19.95

Accidental Alphabet
by Dianna Bonder
978-1-55285-596-6
32 pages
11" x 9.13"
Ages 4 to 7
paperback
$9.95

b

c

Dogabet
by Dianna Bonder

978-1-55285-797-7
32 pages • 9.5" x 11.25"
Ages 4 to 7
hardcover
$19.95
978-1-55285-940-7
32 pages • 9.25" x 11.25"
paperback
$8.95

A Pacific Alphabet
by Margriet Ruurs illustrated by Dianna Bonder

978-1-55285-264-4
32 pages • 11" x 9.13"
Ages 4 to 7 • hardcover
$19.95
978-1-55285-521-8
32 pages • 11" x 9.13"
paperback
$9.95
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WILD HORSE CREEK SERIES

Wild Horse Creek 1
THE MYSTERY
STALLION

Wild Horse Creek 2
COYOTE CANYON

Wild Horse Creek 3
HEARTBREAK HILLS

Wild Horse Creek 4
DESERT RESCUE

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

978-1-55285-934-6
144 pages
5.25" x 7.25"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

978-1-55285-933-9
144 pages
5.25" x 7.25"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-77050-025-9
144 pages
5.25" x 7.25"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-998-8
144 pages
5.25" x 7.25"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

M U S TA N G M O U N TA I N S E R I E S

Mustang Mountain 1
SKY HORSE

Mustang Mountain 2
FIRE HORSE

Mustang Mountain 3
NIGHT HORSE

Mustang Mountain 4
WILD HORSE

Mustang Mountain 5
RODEO HORSE

Mustang Mountain 6
BRAVE HORSE

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

978-1-55285-456-3
144 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-457-0
144 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-363-4
128 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-413-6
144 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-467-9
160 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-528-7
192 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

Mustang Mountain 7
FREE HORSE

Mustang Mountain 8
SWIFT HORSE

Mustang Mountain 9
DARK HORSE

Mustang Mountain 10
STONE HORSE

Saddle Island Series
SECRETS IN THE SAND

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

by Sharon Siamon

978-1-55285-608-6
192 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-659-8
176 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-720-5
160 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-798-4
208 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95
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978-1-55285-714-4
208 pages
5.25" x 7.5"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

HORSE M AD SERIES

Horse Mad 1
TOTALLY HORSE
MAD

Horse Mad 2
HORSE MAD
SUMMER

Horse Mad 3
HORSE MAD
ACADEMY

Horse Mad 4
HORSE MAD
HEROES

Horse Mad 5
HORSE MAD
WESTERN

Horse Mad 6
HORSE MAD
HEIGHTS

Horse Mad 7
HORSE MAD
WHISPERS

by Kathy Helidoniotis

by Kathy Helidoniotis

by Kathy Helidoniotis

by Kathy
Helidoniotis

by Kathy Helidoniotis

by Kathy Helidoniotis

by Kathy Helidoniotis

978-1-55285-952-0
240 pages
5" x 7.75"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-953-7
224 pages
5" x 7.75"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-959-9
256 pages
5" x 7.75"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-996-4
224 pages
5" x 7.75"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-960-5
272 pages
5" x 7.75"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-997-1
336 pages
5" x 7.75"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

TA K E I T T O T H E X T R E M E S E R I E S

Adrenalin Ride

BMX Tunnel Run

Dirtbike Daredevils

by Pam Withers

by Pam Withers

by Pam Withers

978-1-55285-604-8
200 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-904-9
192 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-804-2
258 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

Mountainboard
Maniacs

Peak Survival

by Pam Withers

978-1-55285-530-0
176 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-915-5
224 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

by Pam Withers

Skater Stuntboys

Surf Zone

Vertical Limits

Wake’s Edge

by Pam Withers

by Pam Withers

by Pam Withers

by Pam Withers

978-1-55285-647-5
200 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-718-2
160 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-783-0
240 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-856-1
200 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 15
paperback
$8.95
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978-1-77050-029-7
256 pages
5" x 7.75"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$8.95

OTHER JU VENILE BO O K S

D I A N E H AY N E S

Crow Medicine

Gaia Wild

by Diane Haynes

by Diane Haynes

978-1-55285-936-0
292 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 16
paperback
$8.95

978-1-55285-806-6
284 pages
4.25" x 7"
Ages 12 to 16
paperback
$8.95

ANNE RENAUD

A Bloom of Friendship

The Story of the Canadian
Tulip Festival
by Anne Renaud
978-1-77050-215-4
32 pages
8" x 9"
Ages 9 to 12
paperback
$9.95

Pier 21

Stories from Near and Far
by Anne Renaud
978-1-77050-294-9
48 pages
9" x 10.5"
Ages 9 to 12
paperback
$12.95

D I A N E S WA N S O N

Coyotes in the Crosswalk

by Diane Swanson
illustrated by Douglas
Penhale
978-1-55110-140-8
72 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$12.95
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Why Seals Blow
Their Noses
Canadian Wildlife
in fact and fiction

by Diane Swanson
illustrated by Douglas Penhale
978-1-77050-250-5
80 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
paperback
$12.95

H A LF FO R YO U A N D H A LF FO R M E

Best-Loved Nursery Rhymes and the
Stories Behind Them
by Katherine Govier | illustrated by Sarah Clement

Half for you and half for me / Between us two shall goodwill
be.” Here is a nursery rhyme book to entertain both adult
and child as they read together. The classic rhymes are side
by side with annotations about their backstories: Who was
Wee Willie Winkie? Did live blackbirds really fly out of a pie?
Was Humpty Dumpty a person—or a clumsy cannon?
When she was small, Katherine Govier tucked in close
to her mother’s side to listen to nursery rhymes. Later she
read them to her own children, and now she has returned
to reading them with her mother, who can no longer see
well enough to read the pages of their nearly hundredyear-old Mother Goose book. Still, her mother can recite
the words. What is the magic and what is the meaning of
these rhymes that stay in our heads for a lifetime?
The answers are here. Some rhymes describe
historical events and some are just plain nonsense. Some
of the oldest rhymes were never intended for the nursery,
but for the street— where they came to life as popular
judgments on events of the day. In Half for You and Half
for Me, the author breaks the codes of these nursery
rhymes in accessible, amusing explanations. She also
adds some classic Canadiana, including a poem by star
children’s poet Dennis Lee.
Commissioned illustrations make this book full of
colour to draw in the eye. Charming vintage drawings
also pepper the text, firmly rooting the rhymes in their
historical context.
Half for You and Half for Me will engage, delight,
entertain and inform younger and older readers alike,
and aims to be that favourite title that is pulled off the
family shelf again and again.

ISBN: 978-1-77050-212-3
176 pages
9” x 9”
Ages 4+
hardcover
$22.95

F E AT U R E S / W H Y B U Y

• Half for You is designed to be appealing to both child and
parent with historical facts for adults, and brightly coloured
illustrations and easy-toread fonts for the kids
• All-new whimsical and surreal illustrations make this
edition unlike any nursery rhymes title before it
• Black-and-white illustrations from some of the most
beloved nursery-rhyme books give the interior a historical
flavour
• Katherine Govier is a multiple-award-winning author

Katherine Govier is the author of twelve novels
including, The Ghost Brush, which has been translated
into French, Spanish and Japanese. Her novel Creation,
about John James Audubon in Labrador, was a New York
Times Notable Book of the Year in 2003. She has also
won Canada’s Marian Engel Award (1997), the Toronto
Book Award (1992), and has twice been shortlisted for
the Trillium prize. Today she is the founder and Director
of The Shoe Project, working to improve the written and
spoken English of immigrant women. Katherine travels
often between Toronto and Canmore, Alberta.
Sarah Clement is a graduate of Langara College
and Emily Carr University of Art and Design. She has
participated in solo exhibitions in Vancouver, and, most
recently, in Berlin, where she lived for the past year.
Sarah takes her inspiration from the natural world and
is interested in telling visual stories through whimsy
and detail.
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KIDS WHO ROCK SERIES

Lanya Lloyd Kyi

CANADIAN GIRLS WHO ROC KED
T H E WO R L D

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
978-1-55285-986-5
160 pages
6" x 9"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$12.95
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C A N A D I A N B OY S
W H O R O C K E D T H E WO R L D

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
978-1-55285-799-1
128 pages
6" x 9"
Ages 8 to 12
paperback
$12.95
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THE

Little Gift

BOOK SERIES

THE LITTLE GIFT BOOK
OF CANADA

THE LITTLE GIFT BOOK
OF VANCOUVER

THE LITTLE GIFT BOOK
OF WHISTLER

by Claire Leila Philipson

978-1-55285-990-2
96 pages
5" x 7"
hardcover
$14.95

978-1-55285-991-9
96 pages
5" x 7"
hardcover
$14.95

978-1-55285-944-5
96 pages
5" x 7"
hardcover
$14.95

GARDENING

Living Things We Love
to Hate

Crazy About gardening

978-1-77050-206-2
248 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$19.95

978-1-77050-204-8
288 pages
5.25" x 8.25"
paperback with flaps
$18.95

Facts, Fantasies and
Fallacies
by Des Kennedy

Humorous Reflections on
the Sweet Seductions of a
Garden
by Des Kennedy

The Garden Club and
the Kumquat Campaign

A Novel
by Des Kennedy

978-1-77050-205-5
217 pages
5" x 8.5"
paperback
$18.95
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Wildflowers of the
Rocky Mountains

The Definitive Guide to
Over 360 Species of
Flowering Plants
by George W. Scotter
photos by Hälle Flygare

978-1-55285-848-6
256 pages
5.75" x 8.75"
paperback
$29.95

GIFT BOOKS

Vancouver
Remembered

by Michael Kluckner

978-1-55285-811-0
240 pages • 8.75" x 11.25"
hardcover
$50.00
978-1-77050-058-7
240 pages • 8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$35.00

Vanishing Vancouver
The Last 25 years

by Michael Kluckner
978-1-77050-067-9
224 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback with flaps
$35.00

CANADA
A Visual Journey
by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

978-1-55285-759-5
252 pages
10.5” x 13.75”
hardcover
$39.95
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HI S TO RY BO O K S

Steel Rails and
Iron Men

A Pictorial History of the
Kettle Valley Railway
by Barrie Sanford
978-1-55285-452-5
176 pages
8.5" x 11"
paperback
$29.95

Vancouver’s Glory Years

by Heather Conn and Henry
Ewert
foreword by Mayor Larry
Campbell
978-1-55285-517-1
224 pages
8.5" x 11"
hardcover
$45.00
available only in Canada

Children of the
Klondike

by Frances Backhouse
foreword by Ted Harrison
978-1-55285-950-6
264 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$19.95

A Traveller’s Guide
to Historic British
Columbia

by Rosemary Neering
978-1-55285-987-2
368 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$24.95

Women of the Klondike

15th Anniversary Edition
by Frances Backhouse
foreword by Pierre Berton
978-1-77050-017-4
240 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$19.95

Wild West Women

by Rosemary Neering
978-1-55285-013-8
256 pages
5.5" x 8.5"
paperback
$18.95

BACK IN PRINT

MCCULLOCH’S
WONDER
The Story of the
Kettle Valley Railway
by Barrie Sanford

978-1-55285-402-0
336 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$19.95
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THE CURVE OF TIME
50th Anniversary Edition
by M. Wylie Blanchet
foreword by Timothy Egan
introduction by Gray Campbell,
afterword by Eileen Blanchet

978-1-77050-037-2
208 pages
6” x 9”
hardcover
$24.95

PI C TO RI A L C A N A DA S ERIE S

Vancouver

Vancouver

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi
978-1-55110-528-4
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95

A Visual Portrait
by Claire Leila Philipson
978-1-55285-926-1
160 pages
10.25" x 13.75"
hardcover
$39.95

978-1-55285-592-8
96 pages • 8" x 8"
paperback
$12.95

Whistler

Yukon

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

978-1-55110-857-5
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95

978-1-55285-181-4
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95

978-1-55285-785-4
96 pages • 8" x 8"
paperback
$12.95

British Columbia

Calgary

Canada

The Canadian Rockies

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

978-1-55110-521-5
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95

978-1-55285-018-3
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95

978-1-55285-593-5
96 pages • 8" x 8"
paperback
$12.95

978-1-55110-524-6
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95

978-1-55285-595-9
96 pages • 8" x 8"
paperback
$12.95

978-1-55110-930-5
96 pages • 10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95
978-1-55285-794-6
96 pages • 8" x 8"
paperback
$12.95

Grouse Mountain

Nova Scotia

Saskatchewan

by Chris Dagenais

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

by Tanya Lloyd Kyi

978-1-55285-861-5
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95

978-1-55285-796-0
96 pages
8" x 8"
paperback
$12.95

978-1-55285-078-7
96 pages
10.25" x 10.25"
hardcover
$19.95
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T R AV E L & R E C R E AT I O N

The Canadian Hiker’s
and Backpacker’s
Handbook

by Ben Gadd
foreword by Brian Patton
photos by Lonnie Springer
978-1-55285-917-9
400 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$29.95

The Wild Coast Vol. 2

A Kayaking, Hiking and
Recreation Guide for
the North and Central
B.C. Coast
by John Kimantas
978-1-55285-786-1
344 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$29.95

BC Coastal Kayaking
Atlas Vol. 2

British Columbia’s West
Vancouver Island
by John Kimantas
978-1-55285-865-3
48 pages
11" x 14"
concealed wirobound
paperback
$40.00

The Wild Coast Vol. 3

A Kayaking, Hiking and
Recreation Guide for the
South B.C. Coast and East
Vancouver Island
by John Kimantas
978-1-55285-842-4
344 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$34.95

Wild Places

Vancouver Island
by John Kimantas

978-1-77050-312-0
370 pages
6" x 9"
paperback
$29.95

Trans Canada Trail:
British Columbia

by Bruce Obee

978-1-55285-928-5
372 pages
5.25" x 8.25"
paperback
$29.95
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Down the Road

978-1-55285-464-8
6" x 9"
paperback
$18.95

Secret Coastline II

More Journeys and
Discoveries Along BC’s
Coast
by Andrew Scott
978-1-55285-662-8
224 pages
5.5" x 8.5"
paperback
$22.95
available only in Canada
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DISCOUNT SCHEDULE

Assorted Trade Books
10+ books or an order
exceeding $100 (retail value)
40%
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10–35 books
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100+		
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